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ABSTRACT 

Miklosi et al. (1998) have shown that zebrafish display a cognitive lateralization 

and this is suggested by their asymmetric perceptual processing of various stimuli. 

Previous unpublished work with guppies (Poecilia reticulata) in our laboratory has 

suggested that inspection behavior is asymmetric with respect to sense organs (eyes and 

acousticolateralis system). 

We studied behavioral asymmetries in adult zebrafish {Danio rerio) by comparing 

directional responses in exploratory, escape, and inspection behaviors. Responses under 

specific stimuli (those that induce inspection or escape) and non-specific stimuli 

(exploratory behavior) were videotaped, the path of the fish digitized on a 

Summagraphics® board; the data are than analyzed using a Matlab® program. 

Thirty-three adult fish were randomly tested using fifteen replications for each 

stimulus. 

Results indicate behavioral lateralization at the individual level, rather than at 

population level. Behavioral responses appear to be stimulus specific, as the degree of 

lateralization changes according to the stimulus applied. The first repetition seem to be 

the determinant for behavioral lateralization measurements, as following repetitions tend 

to result opposite to the first one. 

It has been observed that fish during inspection behavior adopt a peculiar mode of 

swimming, by approaching at an average speed, followed by a slower approach of the 

object of interest, and a quick retum to a safe distance. 
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In future study, we intend to compare the responses for each individual to the 

degree of asymmetry in the whole brain as determined by photographing the brains and 

measuring the relative sizes of their parts using a digitizing system (TPSDig). 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"We regard the concept of three dimensions of terrestrial space almost as 
cliche. They are realized in the x, y, and z-axes of mathematics, geometry, 
and computer graphics. As we shall see, however, all three are more or 
less arbitrary or relative with respect to the Earth, an observer, or a 
directional object. We have also long been fascinated by our own 
orientation and handedness, as witnessed by language, myth, and our 
interest in symmetric asymmetries in particle physics, crystals, organic 
molecules, biology, and the brain. " 

Brads haw and Rogers (1993: p. 1) 

The study of bilateral asymmetry in morphology dates at least back to Darwin 

(1868). Morphological asymmetry, both directional and fluctuating, has been an 

important object of study because of its implications about developmental genetics and 

homeostasis (DiDomenico et al, 1988). 

In contrast, interest in bilateral asymmetry in behavior ("lateralization") is much 

more recent, and is of potential importance for its implications about the evolutionary 

development of the brain (Kimura, 1977; Springer and Deutsch, 1989). The phenomenon 

of handedness in humans is the most familiar example of lateralized behavior; 

approximately 90% of individuals show a bias towards the right hand in finely detailed 

tasks such as manipulation (Annett, 1972). Hepper et al. (1990) observed this bias in 

human embryos. According to Coren and Porac (1977), such behavior is consistent across 

cultures and appears from artwork to have been constant throughout recorded history. 

Many investigators have regarded this population-level bias as being unique to 

humans (Annett, 1985; Warren, 1987), considering it as evidence oide novo evolution of 
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the left-hemisphere motor specialization of the brain, which has been thought to be 

important in the development of modem hominids. However, directional biases have 

been reported in some primates, such as left-side cradling preference in great apes 

(Denenberg, 1981; Manning & Chamberlain, 1990). McNeilage et al. (1987), after 

reviewing the primate literature, concluded that significant population-level asymmetries 

of hand preference, similar to that found in humans, exist for a number of species, and 

that primate handedness evolved as a precursor to human left- and right-hemisphere 

specialization. However there is considerable criticism of this theory and no consensus 

currently exists on the subject. 

Behavioral asymmetries have also been observed in non-mammalian vertebrates 

and in invertebrates (Cantalupo et al, 1996; Armett, 1985). Babcock and Robinson 

(1989) reported the oldest known example of lateralization in invertebrates; they 

observed that Cambrian trilobites seemed to bear healed scars significantly more 

frequently on the right side of the body than on the left. (In contrast, superficial scars on 

living whitefish, attributed to attacks by lampreys, are more common on the left side of 

the fish [Reist et al, 1987].) 

Miklosi et al. (1998) carried out a study on the use of body posture as a tool to 

reveal behavioral lateralization in zebrafish. In most trials they found that body 

orientations between 0-20° and 170-180° from the mid-sagittal plane were the most 

common, which suggests that these body positions allow high acuity vision. Novel 

objects were initially viewed chiefly with the right frontal field (at 0-20°), while in 

subsequent trials using the same stimulus, left frontal viewings tends to be used. 

Similarly, familiar heterospecific fish tended to be viewed with the left frontal field. It 
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has been postulated that, similarly to other vertebrates (e.g. chicks, Miklosi et al, 1998), 

a bias toward the right eye is used when it is necessary to inhibit premature response to a 

novel stimulus, while a left bias is used when it is necessary to monitor a familiar scene. 

Lateralized behavior pattems are also shown in animals having consistent 

preference for the use of one paw or hand, or where significant bias in direction of 

movement is exhibited. Such behavior has significant implications for the evolutionary 

development of the brain (Kimura, 1977; Springer & Deutsch, 1989). In fact, 

lateralization of behavior has been linked to anatomical and functional asymmetries in the 

brain, and also to cerebral dominance (Bradshaw & Rogers, 1993) 

The objective of this research project is to extend the study of lateralization in 

zebrafish to several different components of behavior (exploratory, inspection and 

escape) and to assess the degree of correlation in lateralization pattems among different 

behaviors. 

Exploratorv behavior 

Exploratory or searching behavior is defined as the act of examining and 

responding to the characteristics of the surrounding environment. In this study, the 

individual was confronted with a choice of direction in which to tum in a specific 

circumstance (i.e., tuming behavior). Lateralities in tuming behavior are easily assessed, 

although the context in which they are assessed influences the results and add complexity 

to the interpretation. 



Inspection behavior 

Inspection behavior is a stereotyped syndrome found widely in fishes, in which an 

individual swims toward and around a large object (even a potential predator) at a "safe" 

distance, ostensibly to observe and monitor a potential threat. Inspection behavior has 

been thought to be correlated with a level of cerebral organization that may be expressed 

morphologically or behaviorally by an organism. 

Asymmetric perceptual processing of various kinds of stimuli has been observed 

in animals besides humans. For example, previous unpublished work with guppies 

{Poecilia reticulata) in our laboratory has suggested that inspection behavior is 

asymmetric with respect to sense organs (particularly the eyes and acoustico-lateralis 

system). Familiar objects (other fish or inanimate objects) were inspected primarily with 

the left side of the body, whereas novel objects were inspected primarily with the right 

side of the body. Similar asymmetric behaviors have been observed in other fish species, 

including zebrafish (Cantalupo et al., 1995, 1996; Miklosi et al, 1998). 

Escape behavior 

Rapid avoidance and escape behavior are observed in virtually all animals; the 

most extensively studied of these behaviors is the 'C start' or startle response in fishes. 

The startle response is a high-speed evasive maneuver that occurs when individuals are 

confronted with a sudden aversive stimulus, as when a predator makes a surprise attack 

(Eaton et al., 1977; Webb, 1982; Eaton & Hackett, 1984). Because such attacks can take 

place very quickly (150 ms or less; Webb & Skadsen, 1980), short response latency and 

high acceleration are two fundamental features of the startle response (Figure 1). The 
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prey fish must perceive the direction of the attack, and must escape at the right time and 

in appropriate (or random) direction (DiDomenico and Eaton, 1988). 

The sensorimotor response originates within only a few milliseconds after the 

stimulus. To override any ongoing activity, the associated neural signals have inhibitory 

as well as excitatory influences over the animal's entire locomotor system of brain and 

spinal cord. The neuronal network that mediates this behavior is interesting because of its 

widespread importance among animals. In fishes, the startle response can be traced to a 

single action potential in one member of a lateral pair of giant reticulospinal neurons, the 

Mauthner ('M') cells. 'M' cells have been shown to be involved in triggering this 

behavior (Eaton & Hackett, 1984). 

Objective 

This research project will focus on the extent of lateralization in several 

components of behavior in zebrafish and the degree of correlation in lateralization among 

different behaviors. Emphasis will be on exploratory, escape, and inspection behaviors. 

Although observed behavioral asymmetries involving inspection may reflect a 

fundamental wiring of the brain, we hypothesize that it is correlated with an asymmetry 

in the startle response and exploratory behaviors, which may be defined as stereotyped 

behavioral syndromes. 

Specifically, the objectives of this study are: 

1. To quantify the potential behavioral asymmetries of: 

the 'C start" startle response to a flashed light stimulus; 

inspection behavior to a novel object; 
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exploratory behavior in a T-maze. 

2. To characterize these behaviors using quantitative, highly resolved descriptors of 

swimming paths before and after initiation of each response. 

3. To determine whether systematic, quantitative differences exist between swimming 

paths offish that respond by tuming left versus right when subjected to these stimuli. 

Figure 1. Components of the 'C start' in teleosts. Illustrated as silhouettes drawn from 
data obtained with a digital matrix camera. lA. The starting position with the anterior 
midline (arrow) extending from the center of mass to the rostrum. IB. The transition 
represents the stage 1 tum; the criterion for end of stage 1 is defined as the moment when 
the center of mass become displaced 7.5 mm from its position a the start of movement. 
IC. The end of the stage 2 propulsion. ID. Midlines of the stage 1 and stage 2 tum 
superimposed on the silhouettes. Data were collected from images gathered at 2-ms 
intervals. For purposes of illustrations, every second midline was omitted. (Eaton et al, 
1991). 



CHAPTER II 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Zebrafish 

The zebrafish {Danio rerio) is a standard vertebrate model organism, widely used 

in developmental, genetic and behavior studies. It has been studied extensively since the 

1930's because it is easily obtainable, inexpensive, and readily maintained and cared for. 

Zebrafish have been regularly bred and raised in our laboratory for several years for 

other studies. The adult zebrafish reaches an average length of 4.5 cm, has a slim 

compressed shape, and is a vigorous swimmer. Indistinct secondary sex characteristics 

make it difficult to distinguish between immature males and females; however in the 

adult the gravid female is sufficiently different from the male to allow for easy 

identification. In addition, males generally have larger anal fins, while mature females 

usually possess distinct genital papilla (Rahimullah, 1943: Sterba, 1962). 

The fish used in this research came from commercial sources. 

Experimental design 

An initial target sample size of 33 fish was judged to be the minimum required for 

this study. Each fish was intended to be tested 15 times (replications), in a random 

sequence, on each of the three behaviors; therefore each fish at the end of the experiment 

was to have a total of 45 replications. Fifteen replications per behavior allow sufficient 

statistical resolution to determine whether each fish is displaying left or right preference 

for each behavior, and if so whether its preference is consistent across (i.e., correlated 



among) the three behaviors. Twenty fish survived until the end of the experiments, but all 

the available filming of the behaviors has been used for data analysis. The total sample 

offish was divided into batches (sub-samples) based on three conflicting demands: (1) 

the testing sequence of behaviors needs to be completely randomized both within 

individuals (across time) and among individuals; (2) the 45 testing bouts for an individual 

fish needed to be spread over a period of time to decrease the effects of handling; and (3) 

the time across which an individual fish is tested needs to be reasonably short to 

minimize the probability of mortality during the test period. To balance these effects, a 

Matlab function fishbout was written to find the most efficient number offish per batch 

(Fig. 2). The function takes into account the number of replicates per behavior (15) and 

the number of different behaviors (3), and an estimate of the number of different 

experiments that can be carried out per day in a random order. A batch size of seven fish 

was selected as a reasonable compromise - all replicates for a random sample of seven 

fish were completed before testing of the next batch was begun. 

The fish were kept at a constant temperature of 24°C; the hardness of the water 

was 700mg/L and the pH 7.3. The fish were fed with TetraMin flake food as well as live 

baby shrimps. The euthanasia, when necessary, was performed by using 500mg/L of MS-

222. Individually identified fish were maintained in isolation. Prior to observation, fish 

were released into an observation tank for acclimation for at least 5 min; the observation 

tank has the same temperature, light and noise levels as the fishes' usual environment. 

White, opaque, round plastic buckets were used for testing inspection and escape 

behaviors, while a rectangular opaque plastic bucket was used for the exploratory-
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behavior experiments. The three types of stimuli used to produce directional responses 

were as follows: 

1. Exploratory behavior - the fish was released into a rectangular tank within a 

funnel-like chamber, with a barrier positioned 2 cm from the opening of the 

funnel (resembling a T-maze; Fig. 3a). This caused the fish to exit the funnel 

during searching behavior and to choose to swim left or right. 

2. Inspection behavior - the fish was released into a circular tank with a glass marble 

(a novel object) in the center (Fig. 3b). The fish inspected the object by tuming 

the entire body in order to have one eye facing the marble. 

3. Escape behavior - a camera flash unit with a light diffuser was positioned above 

the tank next to the video camera (Fig. 3c). The flash induces a startle reaction. 

Randomization of testing behavior 

In order to avoid the potential influence of testing sequence on the fish behavior 

(i.e., effects of leaming and habituation), the order in which each fish was exposed to the 

stimuli and the fifteen repetitions were completely randomized within and across fish. 

Each replication was given a number from one to fifteen and randomized using the 

uniform random number generator function of Excel® (Microsoft, Inc.). 



Behavioral observations 

The video-recording unit consisted of six video cameras positioned in the filming 

room, connected to a monitor and to six corresponding video recorders in a different 

room. Fish were kept in the filming room at all times. During testing, fish were 

videotaped from above until either: the fish exited the T-maze (exploratory behavior); 

three minutes had elapsed (inspection behavior); or the end of the reaction (escape 

behavior). 

Data and analysis 

Exploratory, escape, and inspection behaviors were quantified by tracing a path of 

consecutive points (at the position of the snout of the fish) on an acetate sheet attached to 

the monitor screen while viewing the videotape. We calculated that every increment on 

the video-recorder counter corresponded to 1 sec or thirty frames. Following several 

trials, and considering the necessity of recording a minimum of 20 points per path, the 

following protocol was used: 

1. Exploratory behavior: one point was recorded every ten frames for a total duration 

of seven seconds. 

2. Escape behavior: one point was recorded every two frames for a total duration of 

two seconds. 

3. Inspection behavior: one point was recorded every ten frames for a total duration 

of six seconds. 

For each behavior an 'action point' (i.e., the point on the path at which reaction to 

the stimulus occurred) was also identified. For escape behavior, this was the position of 
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the fish immediately following the flash, at the point at which the body of the fish is bent 

into to a 'C-shape'. The action point of an inspection behavior was the point at which the 

fish first approached the novel object. For exploratory behavior it was the first point 

outside the funnel and before the barrier, the point at which the fish is required to tum. 

On each acetate, eight registration points were drawn to indicate the borders of the tank, 

and four points for the position of the glass marble (for the inspection behavior only). 

The path of each fish was traced continuously, and the numerical sequence of each point 

was recorded. The Cartesian (x, y) coordinates of the registration and path points were 

then digitized using a Summagraphics® digitizing pad, saved to computer files, and later 

transferred to an Excel spreadsheet. The following auxiliary information was recorded 

into a corresponding Excel spreadsheet: the date of digitizing, the acetate number, the 

fish identification number, the type of behavior, the replication number, the action point, 

the tape identification code, and the date of the experiment. The spreadsheet was then 

rearranged for input to Matlab functions; the following Matlab functions, written 

specifically for this project, were used (see Appendix): 

pathconcat - concatenates the coordinates of all points, and coordinates the path 

coordinates with the reference files, which included all the information regarding each 

path of the fish. 

pathview - allows digitized paths to be able to individually visualized on the 

computer screen, so as to be able to verify the paths and to correct possible mistakes in 

recording the data. 
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pathprep - calculates and stores path statistics (quantitative descriptors) for all paths 

for subsequent analysis. For each path, the step length is the distance between two 

consecutive digitized points (represent a constant time duration), and the angular 

deviation is the change in angle (in degrees) from one step to the next. The following 

path statistics were calculated using function pathstat: 

1. Minimum step length (minSL); 

2. Maximum step length (maxSL); 

3. Mean step length (meanSL); 

4. Standard deviation of step length (stdSL); 

5. Number of path crossings (nPC); 

6. Minimum absolute angular deviation (minAAD); 

7. Maximum absolute angular deviation (max A AD); 

8. Mean of the absolute angular deviations (meanAAD); 

9. Standard deviation of absolute angular deviation (stdAAD); 

10. Mean of the signed angular deviations (meanSAD); 

11. Standard deviation of sign angular deviation (stdSAD); 

12. Angle of tuming at the action point (ANGLE). 

pathanal - performs discriminant analyses and the multivariate analyses of variance 

(MANOVA) for designated subsets of paths, separately for each type of behavior, and 

produces corresponding histograms and scatterplots. Discriminant function analysis was 

then used to determine quantitative multivariate differences between the paths of left 
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tuming versus right-tuming fish, separately for each behavior. Multivariate analysis was 

used in order to be able to look at all the available variables simultaneously. 

pathindivid - performs analyses and produces histograms by individual, testing for 

consistencies in lateralization within and among behaviors. 

Sixty-five paths were disregarded because of insufficient numbers of points to 

record, and therefore were not used for the data analysis. All remaining paths were 

classified as left tum, right tum, or no tum, based on the direction and magnitude of the 

angle at the action point. The term 'no tum' refers to a path for which the angle of 

tuming is less than 5°. 

The discriminant analysis results of 210 paths for the exploratory behavior, 127 

paths for the escape behavior, and 226 paths for the inspection behavior, were performed 

on all paths, pooling across all fish and replications. 

Preferences for lateral behavior among replicates for individual fish were 

examined by measuring and testing for consistencies in tuming separately for each type 

of behavior, and testing for correlations among types of behavior. Individual behavioral 

asymmetry (across replicates) was measured separately for each behavior as {R -

L)/{R+L), where R is the number of right tums and L the number of left tums. This 

statistic varies from -1 (all left tums) to +1 (all right tums), with an expected value of 

zero for random behavior (no lateralization). Numbers of left and right tums were tested 

directly against a binomial distribution B {N,p), where N = R+L andp = 0.5, to determine 

levels of statistical significance. Tests of inconsistency among behaviors for each 

individual were performed as randomized chi-square tests of heterogeneity (using Matlab 
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function contini) on 2 x 3 frequency tables (counts of Z, v .̂ R x three behaviors); 

randomized tests were used rather than conventional chi-square tests due to the presence 

of numerous small values (including zeros) in the tables. 
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Figure 2. Effect of handling of the fish in relation to the batch size. Handling per day 
related to the size of the batch, and total filming time as a function of the size of the 
batch. 
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Figure 3. Setting used for the behavioral experiments. 3 A: Setting used for the searching 
behavior; 3B: Setting used for the inspection behavior stimulus; 3C: Setting used for the 
escape behavior stimulus. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Exploratorv behavior 

The sample size used for the exploratory behavior was 210 paths; those comprise 

84 paths classified as left tums at the action point and 108 paths classified as right tums. 

The remaining 18 paths were classified as either left tuming or right tuming because of 

the insignificant angle of tum; thus, about 9% of the paths were excluded from the data 

analysis for the exploratory behavior experiment. 

The differences in mean scores from the discriminant analyses of the path 

statistics for the pre-stimulus portions of the paths are, on average, lower than those for 

the post-stimulus paths; therefore the amount of discrimination between left-tum and 

right-tum paths for the pre-stimulus portions is less than for the post-stimulus paths 

(Table 1, Figs. 5-8). The F-statistic from the MANOVAs, which is a measure of overall 

discrimination, is greater for the post-stimulus paths {F = 21.3) than for the pre-stimulus 

paths {F = 10.3); residual paths are also well discriminated {F = 20.0). Therefore the left 

tums and the right tums are significantly distinguishable for all three path types. The 

probability (Pr) is significant mainly for the pre-stimulus paths and barely significant for 

the post-stimulus paths and the residual paths (Table 1). 

In Figure 4a shows that, excluding few outliers, the paths are clustered together; 

in Figure 4b the centroids indicate that the degree of discrimination is smaller for the pre-

stimulus as compared to the post-stimulus portions of the paths, as expected for a 'T-
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maze' design. Fish tend to behave similarly within the chamber before they enter the T-

maze, but their behaviors change once they 'decide' to tum right or left. 

Pre-stimulus paths during exploratory behavior 

The difference in mean discriminant scores between left-tuming and right-tuming 

fish for the exploratory pre-stimulus path is only 0.455, indicating that in the pre-stimulus 

path a fish tuming left behaves similarly to a fish tuming right. In Figure 5, the two 

arrows indicating the means of the two groups are very close to each other, and the 

unimodal distribution for the left tuming paths is very similar to the unimodal distribution 

for the right tuming paths. Therefore left and right tums during exploratory behavior are 

similar. 

To understand the nature of the differences between left-tuming and right-tuming 

pre-stimulus paths, we examined the correlations of individual path-statistics with the 

discriminant axis. Figure 6 shows these correlations for exploratory behavior of pre-

stimulus paths. The arrangement of the discriminant axis suggests a net tendency towards 

the left for most of the statistics; exceptions are the minimum absolute angular deviation, 

and the mean absolute angular deviation. 

The minimum step length, maximum step length and mean step length are 

correlated with the speed of the fish, while the other statistics characterize the angles 

between consecutive steps of the paths. In the exploratory pre-stimulus paths we found 

that the left tum paths are characterized by a slight increase in speed and a slightly more 

erratic path in comparison with the right-tum paths; also, the left-tum paths tend to be 

more variable than right-tum paths. For the right tums of the exploratory pre-stimulus 
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paths the average speed of the fish is somewhat less, the path is more regular, the angles 

are smooth and the paths are less variable. 

Post-stimulus paths during exploratory behavior 

Figure 7 shows the results of the discriminant analysis of exploratory behavior 

during the post-stimulus paths for left tuming and for right tuming paths; again the 

distributions for the two types of paths are both unimodal, with a difference in means, 

right versus left (difference in means = 0.654), slightly greater than for the pre-stimulus 

paths. 

The correlation of path statistics with discriminant axis of exploratory behavior 

post-stimulus paths is shown in Figure 8. Seven of the twelve path statistics have positive 

correlations (pointing towards the right), and also the degree of angle of tuming is higher 

towards the right. 

In the exploratory post-stimulus paths we found for the left tum paths an increase 

in speed but a more regular path; that is, the fish tend to swim in a straight line, except for 

few crossings, despite the fact that angles among path steps have a high variability. The 

right tums of the post-stimulus paths indicate a slower swimming speed with an erratic 

path, characterized by sharp angles, even though the angles show less variability. 

Residual paths during exploratory behavior 

The residual path is the resuft of a regression of the post-stimulus path statistics 

on the pre-stimulus statistics; it indicates that characteristics of the post-stimulus paths 

that are independent of the pre-stimulus paths. Figure 9 shows the results of a 

discriminant analysis of left-tum versus right-tum residual paths. The F-statistic from the 
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corresponding MANOVA is F = 20.0, indicating that the discrimination between the left-

tuming residual paths and the right-tuming residual paths is very large. 

The statistical analysis used to calculate the regression of the exploratory pre- and 

post-stimulus paths discriminant scores includes the following: R' is the amount of 

variance of the post-stimulus paths accounted for by the pre-stimulus paths; MSE 

represents the linear mean-square error, and therefore the amount of independent variance 

in the post-stimulus paths; the F-statistic indicates level of significance of the regression. 

The results (Table 2) indicate that the regression is not significant; that is, the 

characteristics of the post-stimulus paths are virtually independent of those of the pre-

stimulus paths. 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of actual tuming angles at the point of 

stimulation, for all paths. The distribution is bimodal with highest incidences of left and 

right tumings around 50°. Very few fish tend to tum at angles greater than 100°. Thus, 

the fish tend to tum either right or left in the same mode. 

To visually distinguish the two tuming behaviors, left-tuming and right tuming, 

we compared the results for Figures 6 and 8 with the observation of an extreme left tum 

and an average left tum, as well as an extreme right-tum and an average right tum 

(Figures 11 and 12). These sample paths exemplify the results of the discriminant 

analyses: fish tuming left with a higher degree of angle (at the action point) tend to have 

a pre-path characterized by sharp tums and relatively short step length, while fish having 

an average degree of angle during left tums has a lower degree of angle during tums in 

the pre-path, and the path is characterized by longer step length. The extreme right 

tuming paths tend to have long step length, and a higher degree of angle during tums in 
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the post-stimulus path. The average right tuming path tends to have a higher degree of 

angle during tums in the pre-stimulus path associated with long step length; during post-

stimulus paths the degree of angle of tuming is smoother. In general, pre-stimulus right 

tuming paths are shorter then pre-stimulus left tuming paths. 

Figure 13 shows the replication profile of every single fish, showing every 

repetition and the degree of the angle of tum. We could find no common characteristics 

during exploratory behaviors tums, and no evidence of leaming (systematic change in 

behavior over time). 

Asymmetry levels for individual fish (Table 3) indicate that the results for only 10 

fish are close to significance. The asymmetry levels are not significant even though 

several fish (e.g., fish 102, 114 and 215) tend to tum strictly in only one direction. Other 

fish tumed at all times except for one in a single direction (e.g., fish 1, 2, 107, 219). This 

general lack of significance may be due to the fact that the sample size is very small, even 

though some fish are completely behaviorally asymmetrical. 

The distribution of asymmetry levels among the sample of 24 fish is shown in 

Figure 14. There is a net bias towards the left in exploratory behavioral asymmetry. In 

addition, we have shown that fish tuming left are behaviorally different from fish tuming 

right. 
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Escape behavior 

For the escape behavior, the sample size was 127 paths, comprising 68 paths 

classified as left tums at the action points, and 52 paths classified as right tums at the 

action points; there were 7 paths were classified as neither left tuming or right tuming. 

The difference in mean discriminant scores in tuming behavior for pre-stimulus paths 

was low (0.57); therefore during the pre-stimulus path a fish tuming left resembles in its 

escape behavior a fish turning right. Post-stimulus paths have a greater difference in 

means (1.95), indicating that fish behave differently according to whether they tum left or 

right at the point of stimulus. 

The MANOVA F-statistics results (Table 4) for the escape behavior show a great 

discrimination between left tum and right tum paths during the post-stimulus portion {F = 

111.7), while discriminations between left tum and right tum paths during the pre-

stimulus paths is much smaller (F= 9.5). The levels of statistical significance are very 

high for both the pre-stimulus and post-stimulus paths. As should be expected, however, 

it is the post-stimulus path that primarily characterizes the behavior of the fish during the 

escape experiment. 

Figure 15a displays how the left tum and right tum paths are clustered in a 

discriminant analysis; except for two outliers, the paths seem to resemble each other in 

their characteristics. Figure 15b represents the location of the centroids (i.e., the central 

position of a group of ponts) for the left tums and the right tums. The centroids are 

similar for the pre-stimulus part of the paths (horizontal axis), but very different for the 

post-stimulus paths (vertical axis); this indicates the clear change in behavior for left 
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tuming versus right tuming fish after the point of stimulus - a fish stimulated to escape 

behaves differently if it tums left from a fish equally stimulated that tums right. 

Pre-stimulus paths during escape behavior 

The difference in means between the right-tuming paths and the left-tuming 

paths, before the point of stimulation, is very small (0.57); Figure 16 represents 

graphically the distribution of the two groups of paths. Both groups have similar 

unimodal distributions, this indicating that fish presented with the same setting behave 

similarly. 

To analyze the escape pre-stimulus paths in more detail, we examined the 

correlations of path statistics with the discriminant axis (Figure 17). Five of the 11 

statistics have negative correlations, so the distribution seems balanced. The pre-stimulus 

path of a fish that will tum left when stimulated tends to move slightly faster than one 

that will tum right; this may be noticed by the correlations of minSL, maxSL and 

meanSL (minimum, maximum, and mean step lengths). The paths of left tuming fish are 

more regular in speed (stdSL), but with a high number of path crossings; this is 

associated with a large absolute angular deviation. The standard deviation of the absolute 

angular deviation (stdAAD) indicates that the paths are smoother during escape pre-

stimulus paths for fish that will tum left. In contrast, the right tuming fish display a 

slower speed, with paths are more erratic, very variable, but generally straight. 
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Post-Stimulus paths during escape behavior 

Differences in mean discriminant scores for post-stimulus paths for escape 

behavior are very large (1.9), even though the distribution is mainly unimodal (Figure 

18). Thus fish that tum left versus right in response to a light flash behave very 

differently in terms of their swimming pattems. There seems to be very little common 

pattem between a fish tuming left and a fish tuming right. 

The correlation of path statistics with the discriminant axis of the escape post-

stimulus paths is slightly unbalanced towards the left side (Figure 19); nine of the 12 

correlations are negative. The escape post-stimulus paths are characterized by greater, 

more constant speed for left-tuming paths with more regular swimming pattem. For left-

tuming paths there is a larger number of path crossings, indicating a tendency towards 

circular paths. The pattem of swimming seems to be more erratic, evidenced by the high 

value for absolute angular deviation. The tuming angle at the point of stimulation also 

tends to be greater for left-tuming fish. 

In contrast, for right-tuming paths the swimming speed is slower and more 

variable, as indicated by the high value of standard deviation for right-tuming paths. 

Comparison of the angles shows that the path of right-tuming fish tends to be straighter, 

with very few regular tums. 

Residual paths during escape behavior 

Figure 20 shows the discriminant analysis of the residual paths after regressing 

the post-stimulus path statistics on the pre-stimulus path statistics. The F statistic from 

the corresponding MANOVA (Table 4) is highly significant (F= 90.7). The distributions 
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of the discriminant scores are unimodal for both the left and the right tums; there are two 

outliers for the left tuming paths. 

The results of the statistical analysis used to calculate the regression of the escape 

pre-and post-stimulus paths are summarized in Table 5. The regression is not significant. 

Figure 21 shows the distribution of the angle of tuming at the point of stimulation. The 

distribution for the escape behavior, as for the exploratory behavior, is bimodal with 

higher incidences of left and right tums at 50°. To visualize the path characteristics of left 

tuming versus right-tuming fish, we plotted the paths of actual extreme and average left-

tum and right-tum paths, based on the results of the discriminant analysis of residual path 

characteristics (Figures 17 and 23). In general, the pre-stimulus paths, for both extreme 

and average left-tum paths, tend to be smoother in angles and characteristics of tums, as 

well as more regular in speed. The post-stimulus paths seem to be slightly different when 

comparing an extreme escape left tum and an average escape left-tum. The extreme left 

tum during escape behavior is characterized by consecutive curves with a very sharp 

angle, while the average path is fast and straight. The escape-behavior right tums (Figure 

23) are characterized by a straight path during pre-stimulus for both an extreme right tum 

as well as for the average right tum paths. Both paths during pre-stimulus are 

characterized by both smooth and sharp tums, which show variability in swimming 

pattem. The post-stimulus escape paths are still very variable in speed, while the angles 

of tums are more smooth and regular. The post-stimulus extreme escape right tum is 

similar in behavior to the average escape post-stimulus right tum. 
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The replication profiles of all individual fish are illustrated in Figure 24. As with 

the exploratory behavior, we could find neither common characteristics during among 

individuals nor any evidence of learning. 

Indices of asymmetry again were not very significant due to the low sample sizes 

(Table 6). Probabilities are barely significant for 10 of the 23 fish. The number of no-

tums was 0 for 11 of the fish tested, and 1 for 9 of the fish, and only 3 fish showed 2 no-

tums paths in this experiment. Therefore tums due to escape behavior tend to be 

generally sharp. 

The distribution of asymmetry values among fish for the escape behavior (Figure 

25) suggests that the pattems showed by the fish that tum left are different from the 

pattems offish tuming right. The majority offish tuming left tend to have high 

asymmetry index values, while the majority offish tuming right tend to have low 

asymmetry values. The results show that a fish tuming left is more asymmetrical in 

behavior compared to a fish tuming right. 
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Inspection behavior 

The sample size used for the inspection behavior was 226 paths, comprising 106 

left-tums paths, 77 right-tum paths, and 43 no-tums. 

The MANOVA analysis of the pre-stimulus discriminant scores (Table 7) results 

in a small difference in means between left and right inspection behavior (0.612), 

indicating that there is little difference in behavior between a fish tuming left and a fish 

tuming right during inspection behavior in pre-stimulus paths. In contrast, the MANOVA 

analysis of post-stimulus discriminant scores show there is a great difference in means 

between a fish approaching left and a fish approaching right during the post-stimulus 

paths (2.064). These results indicate that the behavior is completely different after the 

stimulus is applied; a fish approaching the marble on the left adopts a very different 

behavior from that of a fish approaching on the right. The F-statistics indicate a large 

amount of discrimination for the pre-stimulus paths of the inspection behavior {F= 16.7), 

and an enormous discrimination during post-stimulus paths {F = 189.9). Therefore there 

is a great discrimination in left-right behavior after the stimulus is applied, and it is the 

post-stimulus paths that mainly characterize the behavioral lateralization of the fish. 

Discrimination of both pre-stimulus and post-stimulus paths is highly significant. 

Figure 26a shows the results of the pre- and post-stimulus discriminant analysis scores 

for the inspection behavior, illustrating how the two groups are clustered; the two groups 

seems to be clustered together except for few outliers. Figure 26b shows more 

specifically how the two centroids are located. For pre-stimulus paths the two centroids 

provide very little discrimination between the left- and the right-approaching fish; while 

for the post-stimulus the results of the discriminant analysis scores shows the two 
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centroids to be far apart, indicating the larger difference in behavior between a left- and a 

right-approaching fish. 

Pre-stimulus paths during inspection behavior 

The difference in mean discriminant scores between the left-approaching fish and 

the right-approaching fish is very small (0.612) (Figure 27). Both groups are 

characterized by a unimodal distribution. The results indicate that the pre-stimulus 

behavior of the left-tuming and right-tuming fish can be discriminated (F= 16.7) and is 

highly significant (P < 0.0001). 

Correlations of path traits with the discriminant analysis are indicated in Figure 

28. The correlations are relatively balanced, with six being negative and five being 

positive. The typical pre-stimulus path of a left approaching fish is characterized by 

greater speed (meanSL), but the path has also a high variability in speed (stdSL). The 

left-approaching fish swim in straighter path, with small tuming angles (0.5) and a very 

smooth swim. 

The right-approaching fish during the pre-stimulus path tend to have a lower and 

more regular swimming speed, but the paths are also characterized by a variable number 

of path crossings with sharp angles, very variable in size; these results indicate an erratic 

yet slow path. 

Post-stimulus path during inspection behavior 

The inspection-behavior post-stimulus paths are characterized by a large 

difference in mean discriminant scores between left-approaching fish paths and right-
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approaching fish path (2.064) (Figure 29). Although the distributions are both roughly 

unimodal, they are skewed in opposite directions. The distribution of right- and left-

approaching fish during post-stimulus paths illustrates how the fish behave differently 

according to the direction of tuming at the point of stimulation. 

Correlations of path statistics with the discriminant axis are illustrated in Figure 

30. Ten of the 12 traits have negative correlations with the axis. Considering the left-

approaching fish during inspection post-stimulus paths we noticed a high variation in 

swim speed, with a general high speed. The high number of path crossings indicates that 

the path tends to be more circular in shape with very variable angular size, suggesting an 

erratic swim; furthermore, left-tum paths tend to have greater angular deviations than do 

right-tum paths. In contrast, right-approaching fish are characterized by low speed with a 

regular swimming pattem. The angle of tuming indicates a regular straight path 

characterized by a smooth swim, and the angle size is smaller for right tums (0.5). These 

results can be summarized as a slow regular swim for a right-approaching fish for post-

stimulus paths, and a fast erratic swim mode for a left-approaching fish. 

Residual paths during inspection behavior 

Figure 31 exemplifies the residual paths. We may observe the unimodal 

characteristic of the distribution for both left- and right-approaching fish, and we can 

distinguish the large difference in mean discriminant scores, which underlines the 

difference in behavior between a right- and a left-approaching fish during inspection. 

The observations are supported by the MANOVA results (Table 7), where the F-statistic 

(F = 136.9) represents highly significant discrimination between the two groups of paths. 
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The results of the statistical analysis used to calculate the regression of the 

inspection pre- and post-stimulus paths are summarized in Table 8. The regression is 

highly significant {P < 0.0001); the adjusted coefficient of determinafion (R̂  = 0.101) 

shows a positive regression with a small variance between the pre-and post-stimulus 

paths; this is evidence for a very similar result to that observed for the escape behavior. 

The residual variance, MSE = 1.832, demonstrates that the post-stimulus paths 

accounts for most of the variance present in the results. 

Figure 32 shows the distribution of angles of approach during inspection (i.e., at 

the action point). Left-approaching fish behave similarly and therefore are clustered on 

the left lower side of the plot, while right-approaching fish are clustered on the top left 

comer of the plot. The majority offish seems to undergo an approximately 100° tum 

during inspection for both left- and right-approaching fish. In contrast, the angle of tum 

away from the marble is generally between 0° and 25°, with a greater number of left tums 

than right ones (Figure 33). Further analysis of the mode of the tums during inspection 

behavior is illustrated in Figure 34, in which pre- and post-stimulus paths are separated 

and the frequencies of left vs. right tums with respect to the marble are considered. 

During the pre-stimulus portion of the path, the angles of tum with respect to the 

marble are similar in left- and right-tum paths; the distribution is bimodal, indicating the 

two separate behaviors. For the post-stimulus paths, we observe a net separation in the 

bimodal distribution, indicating the greater level of discrimination between the two 

groups in their behavior when approaching the marble. Similar results were observed for 

the escape behavior. 
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Further distinction between the right-approaching behavior and the left-

approaching behavior is given when we compare the results obtained by the observations 

of Figure 28 and 30 with the that of an extreme inspection left-approaching path, and of 

an average inspection left-approaching path (Figure 35). As indicated by the 

discriminant analysis, the pre- and post-stimulus extreme left-approaching paths tend to 

be more erratic and rapid, while the average left-approaching paths tend to be more 

smooth and regular. Considering the pre-stimulus extreme and average right-approaching 

path (Figure 36), we notice a very regular pattem of swimming, while the extreme and 

average post-stimulus path show a more erratic pattem. But comparing the extreme with 

the average right-approaching paths we notice surprisingly that the degree of the angle of 

tuming and the speed of swimming is higher and faster respectively for the average right-

approaching fish rather then for the left-approaching one. 

Observation of the entire replication profiles of the individual fish (Figure 37) 

suggests, once again, no common pattem between different fish during inspection 

behavior; these results are consistent with those found in escape and exploratory 

behavior. 

The indices of asymmetry again are not very significant due to the low sample 

sizes (Table 9). The probabilities are barely significant for six of the 25 fish considered. 

The numbers of no-tums paths is 0 for 12 of the 25 fish considered, and 1 for 7 

fish; therefore tums for inspection behavior tend to be sharp. Twelve of the 25 fish tend 

to have a negative asymmetry. In fact considering the graphic representation of the 

asymmetry index (Figure 38), we observe that the pattems shown by the fish lateralized 

to the left are different for the pattems offish tuming to the right. The majority of the fish 
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tend to have an asymmetry index close to -0.2, while only three individuals are 

characterized by a high asymmetry index. This suggests that most of the fish are 

behaviorally lateralized even though the lateralization is not very discemible. 

Chi-square test of heterogeneity across behaviors 

In table 10 we summarized the analysis across behavior for asymmetry of all the 

26 fish tested, as we noticed very few are close to significance due to the small sample 

size, therefore it is important to look at the inconsistency across behaviors by using a Chi-

square test of heterogeneity, three fish resulted significant (fish 2, 7, 102). Results are 

summarized in table 11. As a result we consider every behavior to see the consistency of 

the behavior across the fish. The exploratory behavior is biased towards the right for 14 

fish, 8 fish are lateralized towards the left, and 4 fish resulted not lateralized in this 

behavior; the escape behavior is biased towards the left for 12 fish, 6 are biased towards 

the right, and 8 fish are not lateralized. For the inspection behavior 16 fish are lateralized 

towards the left, 6 are biased towards the right, and 4 are not lateralized (see Table 12). 

Two of the three significant fish are lateralized in this same way, right bias for the 

exploratory behavior, left for the escape and the inspection behavior. Figure 39, Figure 

40, and Figure 41 show graphically the discriminant analysis scores of all the replications 

we notice that there is no one fish which is entirely lateralized either towards the left or 

towards the right, considering every single fish their different replications are scattered 

instead of being clustered. Figure 42 shows the levels of asymmetry graphically, and the 

majority of the fish (16 fish) the asymmetry index is very low (between 0 and 0.2), while 

only 4 fish are highly lateralized. 
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Table 1 - Summarizes the results of the MANOVA of pre-stimulus discriminant scores, 
the post-stimulus discriminant scores, and the ANOVA of the residual path discriminant 
scores, during exploratory behavior. 

Path Type 

Pre-stimulus 
paths 

Post-stimulus 
paths 

Residual paths 

Difference in 
means 
0.455 

0.654 

N/A 

F 

10.337 

21.344 

19.954 

P 

0.001 

6.87x10-

1.32x10̂ ^ 

df 

1,200 

1,200 

1,200 

Table 2 - Summarizes the regression statistics of exploratory behavior of pre-stimulus on 
post-stimulus discriminant scores. 

R̂  

-0.008 

MSE 

1.11 

F 

0.187 

Pr 

0.829 

df 

2,199 
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Table 3 - Asymmetry index of all the paths separately for each individual fish during 
exploratory behavior. 

Fish 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
215 
219 

Number 
left tum 
4 
2 
1 
3 
6 
5 
6 
4 
4 
5 
8 
5 
6 
6 
3 
6 
2 
3 
3 
6 
6 
0 
0 
1 

Number 
right tum 
1 
1 
6 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
5 
0 
3 
8 
7 
8 
1 
6 
4 
9 
5 
4 
6 
1 
2 
1 

Number 
no tums 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
4 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 

Total 
tums 
7 
4 
7 
7 
8 
7 
8 
7 
10 
5 
14 
15 
15 
14 
6 
14 
6 
12 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
2 

Asymmetry 
index 
-0.6 
-0.333 
0.714 
0 
-0.5 
-0.429 
-0.5 
-0.143 
0.111 
-1 
-0.454 
0.231 
0.077 
0.143 
-0.5 
0 
0.333 
0.5 
0.25 
-0.2 
0 
1 
1 
0 

Probability 

0.375 
1 
0.125 
1 
0.289 
0.453 
0.289 
1 
1 
0.062 
0.227 
0.581 
1 
0.79 
0.625 
1 
0.687 
0.146 
0.727 
0.754 
1 
1 
0.5 
1 
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Table 4 - results of the MANOVA of the pre- and the post-stimulus discriminant scores, 
and the ANOVA of the residual paths discriminant scores for the escape behavior. 

Path type 

Pre-stimulus 
paths 

Post-stimulus 
paths 

Residual paths 

Difference in 
means 
0.567 

1.947 

N/A 

F 

9.471 

111.741 

90.729 

P 

0.003 

0 

2.22x10-'̂ ' 

df 

1, 118 

1,118 

1,118 

Table 5 - summarizes the regression statistics of escape behavior of post-stimulus on pre-
stimulus discriminant scores. 

R̂  

0.015 

MSE 

1.9 

F 

1.932 

Pr 

0.149 

df 

2,117 
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Table 6 - Asymmetry index of all the paths separately for each individual fish during 
escape behavior. 

Fish 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
119 
219 

Number 
left tum 
3 
2 
4 
3 
5 
1 
4 
1 
4 
0 
1 
3 
3 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
0 
0 

Number 
right tum 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
3 
1 
4 
0 
4 
4 
5 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
6 
7 
1 
1 

Number 
no tum 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Total 
tums 
4 
3 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
6 
4 
4 
6 
9 
5 
6 
2 
5 
4 
8 
7 
9 
11 
1 
1 

Asymmetry 
index 
-0.5 
-0.333 
-0.143 
0.143 
-0.667 
0.5 
-0.6 
0.6 
-1 
1 
0.6 
0.25 
-0.5 
-0.667 
-1 
0 
-1 
-0.333 
0.2 
0.333 
0.4 
1 
1 

Probability 

0.625 
1 
1 
1 
0.219 
0.625 
0.375 
0.375 
0.125 
0.125 
0.375 
0.727 
0.625 
0.219 
1 
1 
0.25 
0.687 
1 
0.508 
0.344 
1 
1 
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Table 7 - Results of the MANOVA of the pre- and the post-sfimulus discriminant scores, 
and the ANOVA of the residual paths discriminant scores for the inspection behavior. 

Path type 

Pre-stimulus 
paths 

Post-stimulus 
paths 

Residual paths 

Difference in 
means 
0.612 

2.064 

N/A 

F 

16.721 

189.946 

136.872 

P 

6.506x10' 

0 

0 

df 

1, 181 

1, 181 

1, 181 

Table 8 - Summarizes the regression statistics of inspection behavior of post-stimulus on 
pre-stimulus discriminant scores. 

R̂  

0.101 

MSE 

1.832 

F 

11.227 

Pr 

0 

df 

2,180 
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Table 9 - Analysis of the all the paths separately for each individual fish during 
inspection behavior. 

Fish 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
115 
119 
215 
219 

Number 
left tum 
5 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
5 
4 
1 
3 
4 
10 
5 
7 
3 
5 
3 
5 
8 
7 
7 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Number 
right tum 
2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
5 
8 
4 
10 
6 
2 
9 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
1 
0 
1 
1 

Number 
no tum 
1 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
4 
1 
3 
3 
0 
2 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Total 
tums 
8 
5 
8 
7 
8 
7 
8 
7 
4 
8 
16 
15 
18 
16 
5 
16 
8 
14 
15 
14 
15 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Asymmetry 
index 
-0.429 
-0.2 
-0.5 
-0.143 
0 
0.143 
-0.429 
-0.333 
0.5 
0.25 
0.333 
-0.429 
0.333 
-0.077 
-0.2 
0.286 
0.25 
0.091 
-0.143 
-0.077 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
1 

Probability 

0.453 
1 
0.625 
1 
1 
1 
0.453 
0.687 
0.625 
0.727 
0.388 
0.18 
0.301 
1 
1 
0.424 
0.727 
1 
0.79 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Figure 4 - Pre- and post-stimulus discriminant analysis scores for the exploratory 
behavior. Every dot represents one path. Figure 4a shows how every path is distributed; 
while 4b shows the centroids for the left and right tumings paths. The units used are 
conventional standard deviation. 
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Exploratory- Pre-stimulus paths 
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Figure 5 - Exploratory behavior during left and right tuming during pre-stimulus paths. 
Shows the exploratory behavior during the left tuming pre-stimulus paths (top), and for 
the right tuming pre-stimulus paths (below). The arrows indicate the mean, and the units 
used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 6 - Correlation with discriminant axis during exploratory behavior. The 
abbreviations are listed in the same order as listed in the materials and methods section. 
The units used are conventional standard deviation. Left to the zero indicates negative 
left, while right to the zero indicates positive right. 
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Exploratory- Post-stimulus paths 
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Figure 7 - Exploratory behavior during left and right tuming during post-stimulus paths. 
Left tuming paths is the picture on the top, while right-tuming paths is the picture below. 
The units are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 8 - Correlation with discriminant axis during post-stimulus exploratory behavior. 
The units used are the conventional standard deviation. 
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Exploratory - Residual paths 
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Figure 9 - Exploratory behavior during left and right turning during residual paths. The 
top figure illustrates left tuming fish paths, while below represent the right tuming fish 
paths. The units are conventional standard deviation and the zero represent the separation 
between the left and the right side. 
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Figure 10 - Angles of tuming for the exploratory behavior. 
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Exploratory - Extreme left-turning path 

A 

Exploratory-Average left-turning path 

B 

Figure 11 - Example of extreme and average left tuming path during exploratory 
behavior. 11a Example of the extreme exploratory left-tuming path; l ib Example of an 
average exploratory left-tuming path. 
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Exploratory- Extreme right-turning path 

Exploratory - Average right-turning path 
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Figure 12 - Example of extreme and average right tuming path during exploratory 
behavior. 12a Example of exploratory extreme right tuming path; 12b Example of 
exploratory average right tuming path. 
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Figure 13 - Profile of fish swim during exploratory behavior across the 15 repetitions. 
Each box indicates the profile of every single fish during exploratory behavior; the 
number at the top represents the fish identification number. The x axis of each box 
indicate the repetitions from 1 to 15 (every pick represents one repetition) while the y 
axis shows the side of tuming, which is L = left vs. R = right. 
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Figure 14 - Asymmetry index in exploratory behavior. 
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Figure 15 - Pre- and post-stimulus discriminant analysis scores for the escape behavior. 
Every dot represents one path. Figure 15a shows how every path is distributed; while 15b 
shows the centroids for the left and right tumings paths. The units used are conventional 
standard deviation. 
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Figure 16 - escape behavior during left and right tuming during pre-stimulus paths. 
Escape behavior during the pre-stimulus path for left tuming fish (top), right tuming fish 
during escape pre-stimulus paths (below). The arrows indicate the means and the units 
used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 17 - Correlation with discriminant axis during pre-stimulus escape behavior. The 
abbreviations are listed in the materials and methods section. The units used are 
conventional standard deviation. Left to the zero indicates negative left, while right to the 
zero indicates positive right. 
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Escape - Post-stimulus paths 
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Figure 18 - Escape behavior during left and right tuming during post-stimulus paths. Left 
tuming paths is represented on top Figure, while right tuming fish are represented on the 
Figure below. The units used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 19 - Correlation with the discriminant axis during post-stimulus escape behavior. 
The units used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 20 - Escape behavior during left and right tuming during residual paths. The top 
figure illustrate left tuming fish paths, while below represent the right tuming fish paths. 
The units are conventional standard deviation and the zero represent the separation 
between the left and the right side. 
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Figure 21 - Degree of angle during escape behavior experiments. 
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Escape - Extreme left-turning path 
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Escape - Average left-turning path 
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Figure 22 - Example of extreme and average left tuming path during escape behavior. 
22a Example of the extreme escape left tuming path; 22b Example of an average escape 
left tuming path. 
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Escape - Extreme right-turning path 
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Figure 23 - example of extreme and average right tuming path during escape behavior. 
23a Example of escape extreme right tuming path; 23b Example of escape average right 
tuming path. 
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Figure 24 - Profile of fish swim during escape behavior across the 15 repetitions. Each 
box indicates the profile of every single fish during escape behavior; the number at the 
top represents the fish identification number. The x axis of each box indicate the 
repetitions from 1 to 15 (every pick represents one repetition) while the y axis shows the 
side of tuming, which is L = left vs. R = right. 
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Figure 25 - Asymmetry index in the escape behavior experiment. 
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Figure 26 - Pre- and post-stimulus discriminant analysis scores for the inspection 
behavior. Every dot represents one path. Figure 26a shows how every path is distributed; 
while 26b shows the centroids for the left and right tumings paths. The units used are 
conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 27 - Inspection behavior during left and right tuming during pre-stimulus paths. 
Inspection behavior during the pre-stimulus path for left tuming fish (top), right tuming 
fish during inspection pre-stimulus paths (below). The arrows indicate the means and the 
units used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 28 - Correlation with discriminant axis during pre-stimulus inspection behavior. 
The abbreviations are listed in the materials and methods section. The units used are 
conventional standard deviation. Left to the zero indicates negative left, while right to the 
zero indicates positive right. 
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Figure 29 - Inspection behavior during left and right tuming during post-stimulus paths. 
Left tuming paths is represented on top Figure, while right tuming fish are represented on 
the Figure below. The units used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 30 - Correlation with discriminant axis during post stimulus inspection behavior. 
The units used are conventional standard deviation. 
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Figure 31 - Inspection behavior during left and right tuming during residual. The top 
Figure illustrates left tuming fish paths, while below represent the right tuming fish 
paths. The units are conventional standard deviation and the zero represent the separation 
between the left and the right side. 
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Figure 32 - Differentiation of the left and right tum during post-stimulus paths. 
Differentiate the degree of left from right tuming fish during pre- and post-stimulus paths 
with respect to the marble during inspection behavior. 
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Figure 33 - Degree of angle of tuming for the inspection behavior experiment. 
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Figure 34 - Degree of angle of approach with respect to the marble. At the pre-stimulus 
paths (top), and the post-stimulus paths (below), during inspection behavior. 
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Inspection - Extreme left-turning path 
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Figure 35 - Example of extreme and average left tuming path during inspection behavior. 
35a Example of the extreme inspection behavior left tuming path; 35b Example of an 
average inspection behavior left tuming path. 
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Figure 36 - Example of extreme and average right tuming path during inspection 
behavior. 36a Example of inspection extreme right tuming path; 36b Example of 
inspection average right tuming path. 
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Figure 37 - Profile of fish swim during inspection behavior across the 15 repetitions. 
Each box indicates the profile of every single fish during inspection behavior; the number 
at the top represents the fish identification number. The x axis of each box indicate the 
repetitions from 1 to 15 (every pick represents one repetition) while the y axis shows the 
side of tuming, which is L = left vs. R = right. 
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Figure 38 - Asymmetry index in the inspection behavior experiment. 
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Figure 39 - Discriminant analysis scores of all replicates of the entire exploratory 
behavior sample size. The units used are conventional standard deviations. 
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Figure 40 - Discriminant analysis scores of all replicates of the entire escape behavior 
sample size. The units used are conventional standard deviations. 
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Figure 41 - Discriminant analysis scores of all replicates of the entire inspection behavior 
sample size. The units used are conventional standard deviations. 
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Figure 42 - Asymmetry index at 5000 randomized iteration across all three behaviors. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Pilot studv 

The seven fish considered for the pilot study were evidence for behavioral 

lateralization: five of these fish showed a significant degree of overall lateralization, 

based on a 2-tailed test against a binomial distribution. Figure 43 shows the significant 

lateralization for the seven fish tested (Campioni-Noack et al, 2000). 

These resuhs confirm previous evidence for behavioral lateralization in poeciliid 

fish: Bisazza et al. (1998) found evidence for lateralization in detour behavior in two 

species, and males and females of the same species show the same pattem of laterality 

when presented with the same stimulus. Miklosi and Andrew (1999) gave ftirther 

verification of presence of behavioral lateralization in zebrafish, and characterized it as a 

lateralization of the tetrapod type as it resembles that found in a bird, the domestic chick 

(Rogers & Anson, 1979). In this form of lateralization, past experience of a stimulus or 

scene determines which eye is predominantly used in viewing during approach to that 

object or scene. The right eye is used when approaching for the first time, while in 

subsequent approaches of the same object the left eye is used. For zebrafish, there is 

evidence that this does not simply reflect a motor bias, as suggested by direction of 

tuming in free-swimming in the absence of visual stimuli (Miklosi et al, 1998). 
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Exploratorv behavior 

It might be argued that the lateralization observed is due to bias in locomotor 

ability, or that the handling of the fish prior to the experiment might have been a stressor 

that is likely to elicit fear, which, in tum, may inhibit behavior (Jones et al, 1999). 

Motor-skills asymmetry is observed during exploratory behavior. 

From the total sample size of 210 paths for this behavior, 91% were clearly 

directed towards the left or towards the right side of the barrier, 90 to the left and 112 to 

the right, the values of which are not significantly different. From these results it can be 

assumed that the fish do not consistently tum in the same direction because of locomotor 

ability and, therefore, do not show a consistent preference or bias (Clapham et al, 1995). 

Therefore we may assume that during exploratory behavior the fish is not under stress or 

any pressure to tum. 

The MANOVA results also show that there is not a large difference in the 

characteristics (path descriptors) for left versus right tuming behavior; this suggests that 

the fish during the pre-stimulus path is ambulating. The increase in difference in means 

during the post-stimulus paths indicates that a slight change in environment can 

immediately be identified by the fish and detected under careftal analysis of the 

observations. Once in the post-stimulus path, the fish shows greater discrimination in 

tuming behavior (i.e., when tuming left versus right). The significance of these results 

indicates that the fish tum left consistently in the same manner, as do the right tuming 

fish. According to Miklosi et al. (1998), this kind of behavioral lateralizafion difference 
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might be evolutionarily significant, as it may have developed to escape possible 

predators. 

In order to understand the characteristics of a left- versus a right tuming fish, we 

considered the two parts of the path (pre- and post-stimulus) separately. The pre-sfimulus 

paths during exploratory behavior for left and right tums have a unimodal distribution in 

both cases, as well as a small difference in means (Figure 5). These results indicate that 

the setting for a proper behavioral control is appropriate. Furthermore, overall, the left 

tuming fish swim differently form right tuming one: a left tuming fish tends to have a 

fast, erratic swim, while a right tuming fish has a more slow, regular pattem of swim. 

This suggests that the behavior during swimming is associated with the lateralizafion 

bias. These observations are consistent with the study carried on by Bisazza et al (1998) 

on male mosquitofish {Gambusia holbrooki) faced with an obstacle (i.e., a barrier); in 

fact mosquitofish preferentially circled around the obstacle to the left (thus maintaining 

fixation on the novel environment with the right eye). 

Vertebrates are segmented organisms (Guthrine, 1995), and the segmentation is 

obvious in the hindbrain (Clarke & Lumsden, 1993). In animals as different as chicks and 

fishes these segments contain repeated, serially "homologous" neurons (Lee & Eaton, 

1991). Anatomical segmentation is evident even at the level of single, identifiable 

neurons, but the functional significance of the segmentation is unknown. Segments are 

thought to have arisen by duplication of ancestral segments; subsequent divergence of 

serially repeated neurons might constitute one mechanism of the evolution of behavioral 
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diversity (O'Malley et al, 1996). Therefore the behavioral diversity observed in zebrafish 

may be explained with further studies by looking at the evolution of the organisms. 

Considering the post-stimulus paths results, there is a slightly higher difference in 

means between a left turning and a right tuming one, compared with the pre-stimulus 

paths; this may be explained in part by considering the fact that the chamber after the 

barrier is larger than the pre-stimulus chamber. Furthermore the fish is not acclimatized 

to the larger chamber. In fact according to Von Frisch (1938, cited in Pfeiffer, 1974) who 

first reported the alarm or fright reaction in fish, defensive behavior is shown as agitated 

swimming. 

The correlations of path characteristics with the discriminant axis of post-stimulus 

exploratory behavior shows, for the left tuming fish, a fast regular swim with a tendency 

to a straight path, but the tums between steps seem to be highly variable in size. The right 

tuming fish tend to have a slow erratic paths characterized by sharp but regular angles. If 

we compare the pre- and the post-stimulus path, we notice that in both cases the left 

tuming fish display a rapid swim with variable angles, while the right tuming fish tend to 

maintain a more regular speed in both parts of the path. This may be again a sign of 

agitated swimming due to the new environment, as proposed by Von Frisch (1938). 

In this study, the residual path characteristics were considered in order to 

determine the extent to which the left tuming versus right tuming post-stimulus paths can 

be discriminated, after accounting for the contribution of the pre-stimulus paths. From 

this analysis there is little significance, and the amount of independent variance is high. 

Thus, there is not a big correlation in behavior between pre- and a post-stimulus paths 
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during exploratory behavior. Consequently this is further proof of a good control, and 

fi'om these observations we can analyze the paths thoroughly. 

We also studied the magnitudes of tum by measuring the angle of tuming at the 

action point for left- and right tuming fish. A bimodal distribution, with a tendency to 

tum at approximately 50° with respect to the body axis, was observed for both left- and 

right tuming fish. Posture of the fish during exploratory behavior has never been 

considered in past studies, even though there is evidence for inspection behavior and 

degree of angle of approach (Miklosi et al, 1998; Collins & Ali, 1994). The type of path 

can therefore be correlated with the angle of tuming: a left tuming fish is characterized 

by a sharp angle at the action point, and by sharp angles during the pre-stimulus path; 

while right tuming fish with a sharp angle at the action point have a higher degree of 

angle at the post-stimulus path. 

In order to be able to determine the extent of individual lateralization and to be 

able to exclude habituation, leaming, and sensitization of the fish (Abraham & Willows, 

1971; Frost et al, 1996), the entire profile (the fifteen repetitions) of the complete sample 

of fish observed in this study were also considered. According to the dual process theory 

of habituation (Groves & Thompson, 1970), a behavioral response during repetitive 

stimulation is influenced by two processes, habituation and sensitization. A stimulus 

evoking the response introduces habituation in the stimulus-response pathway, and it 

influences the state of the animal, leading to sensitization (Pilz & Schnitzler 1996). 

Habituation is a decremental process, while sensitization is incremental one; both 

processes occur and develop independently of one another but interact and yield to the 
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final response output. Habituation has not been considered based on the results of the 

pilot study, because of the consistently agitated swimming of the fish (Miklosi et al., 

1998; Suboski era/., 1990). 

Leaming is excluded by the lack of common characteristics by looking at the 

entire profile of all the 24 fish. The sample fish at a certain repetition would behave 

similarly if any leaming had occurred. 

Sensitization of the fish might be considered to be a factor, as several times 

subsequent repetitions of the same experiment leads to the opposite response. To be able 

to determine the degree of sensitization and whether this is predominant for the response 

observed in the fish, further studies, focusing on sensitization, are needed. 

The asymmetry index (and corresponding statistical test against the expected 

binomial distribution) was used to determine the level of lateralization from the 

exploratory behavior. The results were generally not significant, although certain fish 

were consistently biased on the same side. Despite the large number of replicate trials in 

this study, it is likely that the sample sizes per individual are too small for adequate 

statistical power. In addition, the testing protocol might have an effect on the variability 

of the responses. According to Bluman-Fleming (1997), mice tested in the same 

apparatus but with a different number of observations give differing results, indicating 

that mice tested longer became more lateralized. This might be explained as leaming, in 

the sense that the animal is induced to be lateralized either on one side or the other. For 

the outcome of our study, leaming is excluded because the final results are observed over 
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three different behaviors, and escape behavior is considered a reflex, and therefore cannot 

be accounted as leaming. 

Evidence from the final results of the exploratory behavior is that fish tuming left 

are behaviorally different from fish tuming right. 

Escape behavior 

To reduce the escape behavior to a reflex we excluded senses like chemoreception 

and hearing, and to a certain degree use of the lateral-line organs. Therefore the reaction 

of the fish is reduced to vision, but use of the diffused light should not allow the fish to 

identify the position of the light source. The generalized waming stimulus agrees with 

Hebb's (1946) conception of fear as "being due to the dismption of temporally or 

spatially organized cerebral activities"(p.274). 

As we may have expected, the pre-stimulus paths differences are on average very 

small, while the post-stimulus paths differences are very large. The results agree with the 

hypothesis suggested by Lawrence (1974), in which the stimulus should be quickly 

processed, causing the reactive distance to be sensitive to predator size and approach 

velocity; and be general enough to be associated with all predator likely to be 

encountered (i.e., be a key stimulus). 

Therefore the great discrimination between the two parts of the paths 

demonstrates that the post-stimulus path is the determinant for the study of lateralization 

on escape behavior. The right hemisphere is used when ready evocation of behavior, such 

as escape, is appropriate. Indeed right hemisphere control allows fast initiation of escape 
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by automatic mechanisms (e.g. via Mauthner cells), combined with the use of forebrain 

mechanisms to identify significant but inconspicuous cues (such as slight change in 

familiar features) and to guide escape in relation to obstacles and refuges (Miklosi & 

Andrew, 1999). According to Eaton and Emberley (1991), left-hemisphere control may 

be necessary to allow inhibition of Mauthner cell discharge. Canfield and Rose (1993) 

investigated inhibition of Mauthner cells in goldfish during feeding at the surface; the 

goldfish shows strong inhibition during approach, which disappears just after the food is 

taken, causing the sudden tum away which then occurs, this behavior might be looked at 

as similar in many respects to the escape behavior. 

A potential bias in the interpretation of the results would be to look at the 

discriminant analysis of the entire path separately form the rest of the analysis, as from 

Figure 12a it seems that left tuming fish are behaving very similarly to right tuming fish. 

Such a reaction may due to the fact that they have been habituated to a large empty tank, 

and therefore are performing exploratory behavior. It is during post-stimulus paths that 

we can easily distinguish the difference in behavior between left- and right tuming fish. 

In addition, fish tuming left tend to have similar characteristics during the pre- and the 

post-stimulus paths, and the same is tme for right tuming fish. Rapid, circular and 

regular paths characterize left tuming fish, during both pre-and post-stimulus paths. 

Slower, more variable and straighter paths typifies right tuming fish. Hence, results are in 

accordance with Miklosi and Andrew (1999), who found that basic specialization of left 

and right sides of the brain allowed inhibition of responses when a difficult decision had 

to be taken, or free performance of such responses with minimal latency. The choice of 
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eye with which to view is also an important means of switching these two modes of 

functioning; therefore, it is important to investigate inspection behavior as further proof 

of lateralization. 

From the results obtained from individual replicate profiles of escape behavior, no 

sign of leaming was observed, but we observed possible signs of sensitization for some 

of the individual fish. 

The individual asymmetry indices show a higher left of asymmetry in left tuming 

fish compared to right tuming fish. From the resuhs it can concluded that during escape 

behavior there is individual behavioral asymmetry, although the sample sizes are too 

small to determine behavioral asymmetry in the entire population. Cantalupo et al. (1995) 

reported evidence of lateralization at the population level in the poeciliid fish Giradinus 

falcatus, when teleost fish were repeatedly faced with the visual image of a simulated 

predator, both young and adults exhibited a significant population bias to tum right on the 

first trial and to tum left on subsequent trials (Cantalupo et al, 1995). This is consistent 

with our results, in which 13 fish out of 21 tum right as the first repetition of the escape 

behavior experiment, while during exploratory behavior (i.e., control experiment), 11 out 

of 21 fish tum right at the first repetition of the experiment. Therefore the results, 

primarily of the bimodal distribution in angle of tuming, suggest that escape behavior of 

zebrafish is lateralized at the individual level. According to Bisazza et al. (1997), 

lateralization at individual levels during escape behavior can reflect an adaptive function 

or can be the result of random factors. Random factors can be divided into two classes: 

random variation related to sampling, or to fluctuating asymmetries. Sampling can be 
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discarded on the basis of the mode of sampling (random order), and the reliability of the 

data on repeated measurements; whereas this is not true for fluctuating asymmetry. 

Fluctuating asymmetry is defined as a pattem of bilateral variation in a sample of 

individuals where the means of right minus left is zero and variation is normally 

distributed about that mean; a pattem of variation that may arise via many processes 

(Palmer & Strobeck, 1986). If an individual is unable to undergo symmetrical 

development, then behavioral asymmetries can emerge as a result of the morphological 

asymmetries, and may be consistent under repeated measurements. Conversely, our 

asymmetry-index analysis shows no significant behavioral asymmetry for most of the 

fish tested. Of course, it is impossible, in principle to deduce anything form negative 

evidence. Yet, there are no means to answer these issues other than to test for correlation 

with fluctuating asymmetries. We may assume that because in the zebrafish tested, the 

degree of morphological asymmetry is not so large to be apparent, it cannot be 

considered a predictor of behavioral asymmetry; it might be concluded that, in this case, 

lateralization should reflect an adaptive function rather than being the result of random 

factors. Why different species should manifest laterality at either the population or the 

individual level in the same task remains an open issue. The issue that may arise is what 

the adaptive advantage could be to develop a tuming bias irrespective of the direction in 

single individuals, or to develop a tuming bias in the same direction in more than 50% of 

the individuals in a population. Rogers (1989) suggested an interesting hypothesis; he 

believes that, for solitary behavioral performance, the direction of lateralization may not 

matter. On the other hand, the presence of population bias in lateralization may well have 
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some influence in social interaction and group stmcture. Further research with other 

species of fish showing basic differences in social structure is needed to verify the 

hypothesis. 

A complementary approach would also be to study the role of the Mauthner cell 

homologs (miD2cm and Mid3cm) in escapes, and this would explain both the normal 

adaptive variability of escapes as well as the production of escapes in fish without 

Mauthner cells, thus unifying a series of observations made over the past 15 years. Until 

recently, it had not been possible to obtain functional data from the identified Mauthner 

cell homologs (Metcalfe et al, 1986; Foreman & Eaton, 1993). The main problem seems 

to be the smaller size of MiD2cm and Mid3cm, which makes it difficult both to find them 

and to record their electrical activity. O'Malley et al (1996) reported that Mauthner cells 

and their serial homologs in the hindbrain do indeed function together during escapes. 

They respond together during the large escape tums produced by lateral stimulation on 

the head, but only the Mauthner cell is activated in response to stimulation of the tail. 

This is exactly the pattem of activation predicted by behavioral studies. It suggests a 

population code, with the size of the bend related to the extent of activation of a 

population of a serially homologous hindbrain cells (Eaton & Emberley, 1991). 

Inspection behavior 

The results of the MANOVA analysis of the path characteristics during inspection 

behavior suggest that the post-stimulus path is the most relevant portion, mainly because 

of the magnitudes of difference in means between left- and right tuming fish. A fish 
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turning left behaves very differently form a fish tuming right; the magnitude of 

discrimination is indicated by the very large value of the MANOVA F-statistic {F = 

190.0). According to Bisazza et al (1998), the direction of lateral bias depends on the 

stimulus condition, thus suggesting that it is likely to arise as a result as a preference in 

eye use. Lateral asymmetries due to preferential eye use could be widespread among 

vertebrates, suggesting an ancient origin of brain lateralization. There are in fact striking 

similarities between the lateral asymmetries observed in detour behavior of fish and those 

shown by birds and mammals in similar tasks. Newbom chicks faced with vertical-bar 

barriers behind which an imprinted object is located tend to detour the barrier on the left 

side, in order to maintain object fixation with the lateral field of the right eye 

(Vallortigara & Regolin, 1994). 

It appears from our observations that fish tuming left generally swim more 

rapidly. However, during the pre-stimulus path of an inspection behavior the trajectory 

tends to be almost straight; throughout the post-stimulus paths the paths tend to be 

circular in shape and more erratic. The difference in behavior during approach between 

the pre- and post-stimulus paths may be due to several factors; we should consider 

primarily the nature of the stimulus applied. According to Pitcher et al (1986), prey fish 

inspect stationary predators more often than mobile ones, perhaps because stationary 

predators provide less information to the fish than mobile predators (Magurran & Pitcher, 

1987; Dugatkin & Godin, 1992b). Therefore, according to our results during post-

stimulus paths fish tend to have a more circular path in order to be able to observe the 
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immobile stimulus and therefore provide more information on whether the stimulus 

applied is or is not a predator. 

By contrast, right tuming fish are characterized by slow speed for both the pre-

and the post-stimulus paths, but while during the pre-stimulus paths the fish display an 

erratic path, during the post-stimulus paths the trajectory becomes straighter and more 

regular. We may hypothesize that the fish is wary before approaching the marble because 

of a possibility of a predator reaction, but the behavior changes into a more regular, 

smooth swim once the stimulus is approached. 

The residual path characteristics (those aspects of the post-stimulus path not 

accounted for by the pre-stimulus paths) indicate that the post-stimulus paths account for 

most of the variance present in the results. 

The distribution of the angles of tuming during inspection show that the fish tend 

to approach at an angle of about 100° with respect to the body axis and then tum away, 

mainly at an angle of between 0° and 25°on the left side, therefore approaching with the 

right eye. These results are in accordance with Miklosi et al. (1998), who suggest that the 

precise angular positioning of the body indicates that, as is the case in birds (Wallman & 

Pelligrew, 1985), zebrafish have a commonly assumed eye position ('principal position 

of gaze'). If this is so, then while the eye is in this position, body posture would equate in 

a standard way with the retinal fixation point. The two body postures which are most 

usual probably allow particularly high acuity of vision; temporal and nasal areas of high 

cone density are present in the retina of a number of species of cyprinids (Zaunreiter et 

al, 1991), the family to which zebrafish belongs. In both reef fish (Collin et al, 1988; 
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Collin & Pettigrew, 1988) and freshwater teleosts (Collin & Ali, 1994), well developed 

horizontal streaks are present in the retina only in open-water species, which almost 

always have available uninterrupted lateral views. The greater use of 25° tums may 

indicate when the eyes are in the (hypothetical) standard position, a specialized retinal 

viewing point lies at the same degree of angle. 

During the pre-stimulus path the angle of tum with respect to the marble is similar 

in the right tum as in the left tum, and furthermore the distribution is bimodal, indicating 

the two different tums (i.e., right tum and left tum). A greater separation in the modes of 

the bimodal distribution is observed for the post-stimulus paths, suggesting the higher 

discrimination between the two types of tum. These results indicate the efficacy of the 

stimulus as well as that of the testing protocol; similar results were obtained for the 

escape behavior. The protocol, especially the order of testing, affects the results in studies 

of lateralization (Bluman-Flemming, 1997). 

These results for inspection behavior are similar to those for escape behavior: 

right- and left tuming fish on swim more smoothly and with regular angles, while during 

extreme tuming path the pattem of swim is more agitated. This is in accordance with the 

theory of agitated swimming from Von Frish (1938). But further, right tuming fish of an 

average tuming path tend to have a faster swim and higher degree of angle of tuming 

compared to extreme right tuming paths. So a fish generally tuming with sharp tums 

tends to approach the novel object (i.e. the marble) with an almost straight trajectory. 

This speed of swimming allows for a prolonged time of observation of the marble. 
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Analyzing the replicate profiles of individual, fish it can be noticed that half of the 

fish are biased towards the left and the other half towards the right, but the asymmetry 

index for both is mainly ±0.2. These results might be evidence for fluctuating asymmetry 

(Campioni, 1997). In morphological studies, phylogenetic analyses of asymmetry 

variation offer a powerful tool for exploring the interplay between ontogeny and 

evolution because pattem of bilateral variation within species may identify genetically 

and environmentally triggered asymmetries (Palmer, 1996); asymmetries arising at 

different times during development may vary in sensitivity compared to extemal 

environmental stimuli. The ontogenetic origin of asymmetry thus significantly influences 

its subsequent evolution. Furthermore, because antisymmetry (defined as a pattem of 

bilateral variation in a sample of individuals, where a statistically significant difference 

exists between sides, but where the side that is larger varies at random among 

individuals) typically signals an environmentally triggered asymmetry, the phylogenetic 

transition from antisymmetry to directional asymmetry suggests that many cases of 

laterally fixed asymmetries evolved via genetic assimilation. 

Tests of heterogeneity in individual performance across behaviors 

The chi-square analysis of heterogeneity is a test for inconsistency. In this study, 

we found little evidence of significance inconsistency across behaviors. In accordance 

with the results of Bisazza et al (1997), there is evidence that lateralization in lower 

vertebrates may depend on the nature of the task or of the incoming situation. 
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Furthermore, the results of the chi-square test convey evidence of individual lateralization 

rather than lateralization at the population level. 

Summarv 

The following major points may summarize the entire research: 

1. Fish display lateralized behavior at an individual rather than on a population basis. 

2. The first tum is the most important, while the second tum and the following one tends 

to be on the opposite direction to the first, and possibly some sensitization is 

involved. 

3. The fish tend to approach novel objects with the right eye first. 

4. The fish tend to tum left in the control experiments in order to have the right eye 

available for viewing. 

5. Left tuming fish tend to have a more rapid, agitated swim compared with right 

tuming fish; 

6. The typical sign of approach in inspection behavior is a change in speed when coming 

close to the object of interest, followed by a fast 'escape-like' behavior once the 

approach is completed. 

7. Available literature shows evidence for individual behavioral lateralization during 

escape as related to the brain lateralization of Mauthner cells. 
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Improvements and suggestions for future research 

In order to accurately estimate the magnitude of behavioral lateralization at the 

population level, larger sample sizes need to be observed and analyzed. 

The system used to capture swimming paths is cmcial for the quality of the 

results, especially for escape-behavior experiments, in which the fish move very fast; 

therefore the use of a computerized system may means more precision in data acquisition. 

Suggestion for future studies include the use of fish reared in isolation, so that 

leaming from other fish can be either ruled out or adequately characterized. A batch of 20 

fish has been already reared in isolation; eggs were collected 2 to 5 hours after being laid 

and separated into different tanks. These fish are kept in isolation at present time in 

preparation for future studies. 

It would be of interest to include observations of rotational swimming behavior, 

as well as observation of the trajectory of the path during feeding, because these 

behaviors might provide further insight in the behavioral lateralization of the fish. 

It is important to relate all the behavioral studies to the lateralization of brain 

stmcture; therefore studies on brain stmcture need to be done in order to be able to 

compare the degree of behavioral and brain lateralization. 

Startle (i.e., escape) behavior is currently of great interest in medicine due to its 

role in schizophrenia and other psychological related diseases. Comparative studies on 

zebrafish should be carried out in relation to findings in medicine. 
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APPENDIX A 

ROUTINES USED FOR THE DATA ANALYSIS 
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PREPARE PATH DATA AND CALCULATE PATH STATISTICS 
% Behav iors : 1 = e x p l o r a t o r y 
% 2 = escape 
% 3 = inspection 

% Tanks: 
% 

1 = round 
2 = square 

close all; 
clear; 

load paths; 
critpoints = 6; 

acetate = re£s(:,2); 

group = refs(:,3); 
fish = re£s(:,4); 
behavior = refs(:,5); 
repl = refs(:,6); 
tank = refs(:,7); 
actionpt = refs(:,8); 
fileref = refs(:,10); 
clear refs; 

crds = paths(:,1:2); 

filepath = paths(:,3); 
clear paths; 

fishid = group*100+fish; 

% Max number of points before 
% and after action point 

% Separate ref info into 
% vectors 

% Separate path info into 
% matrices 

% Combine group+fish into 
% single identifier 

% Separate path crds and calc 
% path stats 

header = find(crds(:,2)==0); 
npath = length(header); 
header = [header; size(crds,1)+1] ; 

nstats = 16; 

pathstatpre = 
pathstatpost = 
actionangle = 
actionpoint = 

NaN*ones(npath,nstats); 
NaN*ones(npath,nstats); 
NaN*ones(npath,1); 
NaN*ones(npath,1); 

% Number of output path 
% statistics 
% 1st = number of pts in path 

% Allocate output matrices 
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initialpoint = NaN*ones(npath,1) 
pathfishid = NaN*ones(npath,1) 
pathrepl = NaN*ones(npath,1) 
pathbehavior = NaN*ones(npath,1) 
pathtank = NaN*ones(npath, 1) 
marbleangl = NaN*ones(npath,2) 

for ip = 1:npath % For each path, 
pathcrds = crds([header(ip)+1rheader(ip+1)-1] ,:) ; % Isolate crds 
npts = size(pathcrds,1); 

pathacetate = crds(header(ip),1); 
pathfile = filepath(header(ip)); 
i = find(acetate==pathacetate & fileref==pathfile); 

% Determine action point 

b = behavior(i); 

if (b==l) 
initpt = 9; 

elseif (b==2) 
initpt = 9; 

else 
initpt = 13; 

end; 

% Get initial points of 
% path 
% Exploratory 

% Escape 

% Inspection 

actpt = actionpt(i)+initpt-l; 
actptO = actpt; 

% Stimulus point 

pathfishid_repl_behavior_initpt_actpt_npts = ... 
[ip fishid(i) repl(i) behavior(i) initpt actpt npts] 

if ((actpt>initpt+l) & (actpt<npts-l)) 
threshold = 2; 
steplen = steplength(pathcrds) ; 

is = find(steplen < threshold); 
if (~isempty(is)) 
pathcrds (is, :) = [] ; 
npts = npts - length(is); 
js = (is < actpt); 
if (~isempty(js)) 
actpt = actpt - sum(js); 

end; 
end; 

p2 = actpt; 
pi = max([initpt, actpt-critpoints] ); 

% Save info on valid paths 

% Delete step-lengths < 
% threshold 

% Max pts before action 
% pt 

stats = pathstat(pathcrds(pi:p2,:),0) ; 
pathstatpre(ip,:) = [length(pi:p2), stats']; 
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pi = actpt; 
p2 = min([actpt+critpoints, size(pathcrds,1)]); % Max pts after 

% action pt 
stats = pathstat(pathcrds(pi:p2,:),0); % Path statistics 
pathstatpost(ip,:) = [length(pi:p2), stats']; 

if ((actpt>initpt) & (actpt<npts)) 
pi = pathcrds(actpt-1,:); 
p2 = pathcrds(actpt,:); 
p3 = pathcrds(actpt+1,:); 
actionangle (ip) = angledev(pl,p2.-p3) ; 

if (b==3) 

marble = mean(pathcrds(9:12,:)); 

% Action angle 

% For inspection 
% behavior, 
% Position of marble 

marbleangl(ip,1) = todegs(angledev(pi,p2,marble)); % Pre-action 
marbleangl(ip,2) = todegs(angledev(p2,p3,marble));% Post-action 

end; 
end; 

actionpoint(ip) = actptO; 

initialpoint(ip) = initpt; 

pathfishid(ip) = fishid(i); 
pathrepl(ip) = repl(i); 
pathbehavior(ip) = behavior(i); 
pathtank(ip) = tank(i); 

else 
disp('invalid'); 

end; 
end; 

pathstatpre(:,15) = -pathstatpre(:,15) ; 

pathstatpost(:,15) = -pathstatpost(:,15) ; 

% Save initial-pt & 
% action-pt addrs 

Aux info on each path 

% Make right angular 
% deviations positive, 
% left ones negative 

save pathprep pathstatpre pathstatpost pathbehavior pathfishid ... 
pathrepl pathtank actionangle actionpoint initialpoint 
marbleangl crds header critpoints; 
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CONCENTRATE PATH FILES INTO SINGLE MATRICES 

c l o s e a l l ; 
c l e a r ; 

load path901.txt; 
load pathl001.txt 
load pathll01.txt 
load pathl202.txt 
load pathl203.txt 
load pathl204.txt 
load pathl205.txt 
load pathl3 02.txt 
load pathl3 03.txt 
load pathl501.txt 
load pathl901.txt 
load path2 201.txt 
load path2202.txt 

load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 
load 

refs90 
refslO 
refsll 
refsl2 
refsl2 
refsl2 
refsl2 
refsl3 
refsl3 
refsl5 
refsl9 
refs22 
refs22 

1.txt; 
01.txt 
01.txt 
02.txt 
03.txt 
04.txt 
05.txt 
02.txt 
03.txt 
01.txt 
01.txt 
01.txt 
02.txt 

paths = [path901; pathlOOl; pathllOl; pathl202; pathl203; pathl204; 
pathl205; 

pathl302; pathl303; pathl501; pathl901; path2201; path2202]; 
refs = [refs901; refslOOl; refsllOl; refsl202; refsl203; refsl204; 
refsl205; 

refsl302; refsl303; refsl501; refsl901; refs2201; refs2202]; 

save paths paths refs; 

clear; 
load paths; 
whos; 
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VIEW PATH AND ASSOCIATED INFORMATIONS 

% Behaviors: 1 = background 
% 2 = escape 
% 3 = inspection 

% Tanks 
% 

1 = round 
2 = square 

function pathview(pathno) 
if (nargin < 1) pathno = []; end; 

close all; 

load paths.txt; 
load refs.txt; 

acetate = refs(:,2); 

group = refs(:,3); 
fish = refs(:,4); 
behavior = refs(:,5); 
repl = refs(:,6); 
tank = refs(:,7); 
actionpt = refs(:,8); 
fileref = refs(:,10); 
clear refs; 

crds = paths(:,1:2); 

filepath = paths(:,3) 
clear paths; 

% Separate ref info into 
% vectors 

% Separate path info into 
% matrices 

fishid = group*100+fish; % Combine group-t-fish into 
% single identifier 

header = find(crds(:,2)==0); 
npath = length(header); 
header = [header; size(crds,1)+1] 

if (isempty(pathno)) 
view = 1:npath; 

else 
view = pathno; 

end; 

% Separate path crds and calc 
% path stats 

for ip = view % View each path 
pathcrds = crds([header(ip)+l:header(ip+1)-1] , : ) ; % Isolate crds 
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npts = s i ze (pathcrds ,1 ) ; 

f ish_replbehav_acetate_tank = [ f ishid( ip) repl( ip) behavior(ip) 
acetate ( ip) tank(ip)] 

pathacetate = crds(header( ip) ,1) ; % Determine action point 
pa th f i l e = f i l epath(header( ip) ) ; 
i = find(acetate==pathacetate & f i l eref==pathf i le ) ; 

if (isempty(i)) 
disp ('Error: cannot find valid acetate or file ref); 

elseif (length(i)>1) 
disp('Error: duplicate acetate numbers'); 

else 

b = behavior(i); 

switch (b) 
case 1, 

initpt = 9; 
case 2, 

initpt = 9; 
case 3, 

initpt =13; 
end; 

actpt = actionpt(i)+initpt-l; 

close all; 

% Get initial points of 
% path 

% Background 

% Escape 

% Inspection 

% Stimulus point 

figure; 
plotnum(pathcrds); 

scatter(pathcrds); 
sqplot(pathcrds); 
puttick(•off','off'); 
plotpt(pathcrds(initpt,:),'kx'); 
if (actpt <= npts) 

plotpt(pathcrds(actpt,:),'k* ' ) ; 
else 

disp('Error: invalid action point'); 
end; 
hold on; 
plot(pathcrds(initpt:npts,1),pathcrds(initpt:npts,2),'k'); 

switch (b) % Plot registration 
% points 

case 1, % Exploratory 
pathcrds(1:8,:) = newpts(pathcrds(1:8,:)); % Rearrange pts 
plot(pathcrds([3 1 2 4],1),pathcrds([3 1 2 4].2),'b'); 

% Chamber 
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plot(pathcrds([5 6],1),pathcrds([5 6],2),'b'); % Barrier 
plot(pathcrds([1 7 8 2],1),pathcrds([1 7 8 2],2),'b*); % Tank 

c a s e 2 , 
i f ( t a n k ( i p ) = = l ) 
[ c , r ] = c i r c f i t ( p a t h c r d s ( 1 : 8 , : ) ) ; 

% Escape 
% Round tank 
% Fitted tank 
% perimeter 

[x,y] = extrcols(circcrds(r,c) ) ; 
plot(x,y,'b'); 

else 
plot(pathcrds([1 3 5 7 1],1),pathcrds([1 3 5 7 l],2),'b'); 

end; 

% Square tank 

case 3, 
if (tank(ip)==l) 

[c,r] = circfit(pathcrds(1:8,:)) ; 

% Inspection 
% Round tank 
% Fitted tank 
% perimeter 

% Fitted marble 

Square tank 

[x,y] = extrcols(circcrds(r,c) ) ; 
plot(x,y,'b-); 
[c,r] = circfit(pathcrds(9:12,:)) ; 
[x,y] = extrcols(circcrds(r,c)) ; 
plot(x,y.'b'); 

else 
plot(pathcrds( [1 3 5 7 1],1),pathcrds([1 3 5 7 l],2),'b'); 
[c,r] = circfit(pathcrds(9:12.:)); % Fitted marble 
[x,y] = extrcols(circcrds(r,c) ) ; 
plot(x,y,'b'); 

end; 
end; 

end; 
hold off; 
pause; 

end; 
return; 
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ANALYZE PATH STATISTICS 

pathinit; % Initialize paths for analysis 

% <<< Analysis of chosen 
behavior >>> 

b = input('Choose behavior (l=Exploratory, 2=Escape, 3=Inspection): 
); 
disp(• ' ) ; 

if (isempty(b)) 
return; 

end; 

switch (b) 
case 1, 

si = 'Exploratory'; 
case 2, 
si = 'Escape'; 

case 3, 
si = 'Inspection'; 

otherwise 
return;; 

end; 

% Histogram of action 
angles 

% Inspection behavior 
% Plot marble angles 

i = find(pathbehavior==b); 

histgram(todegs(actionangle(i)) ) ; 
putxlab('Turn angle (degrees) ') ; 
puttitle(si); 

totpath = length(i); 

if (b==3) 
figure; 
plot(marbleangl(:,1),marbleangl(:,2),'ok'); 
putbnd(marbleangl(:,1),marbleangl(:, 2) ) ; 
putxlab('Pre-stimulus marble angle'); 
putylab('Post-stimulus marble angle'); 
puttitle(si); 

g = makegrps(1:2,size(marbleangl, 1) ) ; 
histgram(marbleangl(:),g); 
putxlab('Post-stimulus marble angle'); 
subplot (2,1,1); 
putxlab('Pre-stimulus marble angle'); 
puttitle(si); 

end; 

i = find(pathbehavior==b & direction~=0); % Subset of those with 
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turns 
Iturn = sum(direction(i) <0) ; 
rturn = sum(direction(i)>0) ; 
disp(sprintf('Seunple size = %d',totpath)); 
disp(sprintf(' Left turns = %d',Iturn)); 
disp(sprintf(' Right turns = %d',rturn)); 
disp(sprintf(' No turns = %d\n\n',totpath-Iturn-rturn)); 

pre = zscore(pathstatpre(i,:)); % Standardize path statistics 
post = zscore([pathstatpost(i,:) abs(actionangle(i))]) ; 
dir = direction(i); 
dirpath = pathno(i); 
fishid = pathfishid(i); 
tank = pathtank(i); 
actionpt = actionpoint(i); 
initpt = initialpoint(i); 
marbleangl = marbleangl(i, :) ; 
pathno = pathno(i); 

dirlabel = uniquef(dir, 1) ' ; 
if (dirlabel == [-1 1]) 
dirlabel = ['LR']'; 

else 
dirlabel = ['RL']'; 

end; 

% <<< Analysis of pre-stimulus behavior >>> 

[loadpre,percvarpre,scorespre,fs,CI_loadpre] = 
discrim(pre,dir, [],[],[], [] ,iter) ; 

if (mean(scorespre(dir>0))<mean(scorespre(dir<0))) 
scorespre = -scorespre; 
loadpre = -loadpre; 
C l l o a d p r e = - C l l o a d p r e ; 

end; 

d i sp ( '>>> Manova of p r e - s t i m u l u s d i scr iminant s c o r e s ' ) ; 
di f fmeans = abs(mean(scorespre(d ir>0) ) - mean(scorespre(d ir<0) ) ) 
[ F , p r , d f ] = a n o v a ( s c o r e s p r e , d i r ) 

% < « Analysis of post-stimulus behavior > » 

[loadpost,percvarpost,scorespost,fs,CI_loadpost] = 
discrim(post,dir, [],[],[], [] ,iter) ; 

if (mean(scorespost(dir>0))<mean(scorespost(dir<0) ) ) 
scorespost = -scorespost; 
loadpost = -loadpost; 
CI loadpost = -Clloadpost; 
if~(b~=l & 1) 
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scorespost(dir>0) = scorespost(dir>0)+0.75; 
scorespost(dir<0) = scorespost(dir<0)-0.75; 
loadpost = 1.5*loadpost; 
Clloadost = 1.5*loadpost; 

end; 
end; 

disp('>>> Manova of post-stimulus discriminant scores'); 
diffmeans = abs(mean(scorespost(dir>0)) - mean(scorespost(dir<0))) 
[F,pr,df] = anova(scorespost,dir) 

% Figures of pre-action and post-action analyses 

plotdisc(scorespre,scorespost,.. . 
loadpre,loadpost,CI_loadpre,CI_loadpost, . . . 
dir,dirlabel,prelabels,postlabels,si,fishid); 

% <<< Regression of post-stimulus on pre-stimulus discrim scores >>> 

% Q: How much of post-stimulus behavior is accounted for by pre-
stimulus 
% behavior? 

[params,regrstats,pred,resid] = linregr(scorespre,scorespost); 
disp('>>> Regression of post-stimulus on pre-stimulus discriminant 

scores') ; 
regrstats 
if (mean(resid(dir>0))<mean(resid(dir<0) ) ) 
resid = -resid; 

end; 

h i s t g r a m ( r e s i d , d i r , [ ] , [ ] , [2 1] ) ; 
s u b p l o t ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ; 
puttitle([si,' - Residual paths'],12); 
puttext(0.05,0.90,'Left' , [],10); 
s\ibplot(2,l,2) ; 
puttext(0.05,0.90,'Right', [] ,10) ; 
putxlab('Residual score',[],10); 

disp('>>> Anova of residual discriminant scores'); 
[F,pr,df] = anova(resid,dir) 

% Plot extreme and average left-turn & right-turn paths 

plottank = 0 ; % Don't plot tank outline 

do = find(dir<0); % Plot extreme left-turn path 
[m,i] = min(resid(dO)); 
iO = dO(i); 
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plottitle = [si,* - Extreme left-turning path']; 
pathcrds = crds([header(pathno(iO))+1:header(pathno(iO)+1)-1],:); 

% Isolate left crds 
pathplot(b,pathcrds,initpt(iO),actionpt(iO),tank(iO),plottitle, 

plottank); 

m = mean(resid(dO)); % Plot average left-turn path 
[m,i] = min(abs(resid(dO)-m)); 
iO = dO(i); 

plottitle = [si,' - Average left-turning path']; 
pathcrds = crds([header(pathno(iO))+1:header(pathno(iO)+1)-1] , :) ; 

% Isolate left crds 
pathplot (b,pathcrds, initpt (iO) , actionpt (iO) ,tank(iO) ,plottitle, 

plottank); 

dl = find(dir>0); % Plot extreme right-turn path 
[m,i] = min(resid(dl)); 
il = dl(i); 

plottitle = [si,' - Extreme right-turning path']; 
pathcrds = crds([header(pathno(il))+l:header(pathno(il)+1)-1],:); 

% Isolate left crds 
pathplot(b,pathcrds,initpt(il),actionpt(il),tank(il),plottitle, 

plottank); 

m = mean(resid(dl)); % Plot average right-turn 
% path 

[m,i] = min(abs(resid(dl)-m)); 
il = dl(i); 

plottitle = [si,' - Average right-turning path']; 
pathcrds = crds([header(pathno(il))+1:header(pathno(il)+1)-1],:); 

% Isolate left crds 
pathplot(b,pathcrds,initpt(il),actionpt(il),tank(il) , 

plottitle,plottank); 
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% PATHINDIVID: Analyze individual paths 

pathinit; 

iter = 5000; 

% Initialize paths for analysis 

% Randomization iterations 

b = input('Choose behavior (l=Exploratory, 2=Escape, 3=Inspection, 
4=all): • ) ; 

disp(' ') ; 

if (isempty(b)) 
return; 

end; 

switch (b) 
case 1, 

si = 'Exploratory'; 
case 2, 

si = 'Escape'; 
case 3, 

si = 'Inspection'; 
case 4, 

si = 'All behaviors'; 
otherwise 

return;; 
end; 

if (b<4) 
i = find(pathbehavior==b) ; 

else 
i = find(pathbehavior>0); 

end; 

pre = zscore(pathstatpre(i,:)); % Standardize path statistics 
post = zscore([pathstatpost(i,:) abs(actionangle(i))]); 
dir = direction(i); 
dirpath = pathno(i); 
fishid = pathfishid(i); 
repl = pathrepl(i); 
tank = pathtank(i); 
actionpt = actionpoint(i); 
initpt = initialpoint(i); 
marbleangl = marbleangl(i,:) ; 
pathno = pathno(i); 

ufish = uniquef(fishid,!); 
nfish = length(ufish) 

Iturn = zeros(nfish,1) 
rturn = zeros(nfish,1) 
nturn = zeros(nfish,1) 
pr = zeros(nfish,1); 

for is = Irnfish 

% Fish identifiers 

% For each individual 
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i = find(fishid == ufish(is)); % Pull out paths 
It = sum(direction(i)<0); 
rt = Slim (direction (i) >0) ; 
nturn(is) = sum(direction(i)==0); 
Iturn(is) = It; 
rturn(is) = rt; 
N = It + rt; 
turn = min([lt,rt] ) ; 
pr(is) = min([l,2*binocdf(turn,N,0,5)]) ; 

end; 

[ufish,Iturn,rturn,nturn,pr] = sortmat(ufish,Iturn,rturn,nturn,pr) ; 
i = find(lturn+rturn == 0 ) ; 
if (~isempty(i)) 

pr(i) = NaN*ones(length(i),1); 
end; 

totturn = Iturn+rturn+nturn; 

asym = (rturn-lturn)./(Iturn+rturn); 

fish_l_r_n_tot_asym_pr = [ufish Iturn rturn nturn totturn asym pr] 

histgram(asym); 

putxlab('Asymmetry per individual'); 
puttitle(si); 
if (b==4) 

table = zeros (2,3); % Counts of turns: [Ll L2 L3; 
% Rl R2 R3] 
% [(L,R) X behaviors] 

for is = l:nfish % For each individual 
i = find(fishid == ufish(is)); % Pull out paths 
beh = pathbehavior(i); 
dir = direction(i); 

disp(sprintf('* Fish %d',ufish(is))); 
for ib = 1:3 

table (l,ib) = s\am(beh==ib & dir<0) ; 
t a b l e ( 2 , i b ) = sum(beh==ib & d i r > 0 ) ; 

e n d ; 
t a b l e 

c t o t = svim(table) ; 
r t o t = s\am ( t a b l e ' ) ' ; 

if (all(ctot>0) & all(rtot>0)) 
[pr,totx2,df] = contin2(table,[],iter); 
pr_totx2_df = [pr totx2 df] 

end; 
end; 

end; 

% Plot per fish, across replicates 
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i f (b<4) 
maxrep l = m a x ( r e p l ) ; 
n p l o t = STim(tot turn>l) ; 

nc = c e i l ( s q r t ( n p l o t ) ) ; % Rows & c o l s of sxibplots 
n r = c e i l ( n p l o t . / n c ) ; 

c = 0; 
figure; 

for is = l:nfish % One subplot per specimen 
i = find(fishid == ufish(is)); % Pull out directions & 

% repls 
d = dir(i); 
if (length(d)>l) 

rp = repl (i) ; 

[rp,d] = sortmat(rp,d) ; % Sort by repl 
nrp = length (rp) ; 

c = c+1; 
subplot(nr,nc,c) ; 
plot(1:nrp,d, 'k') ; 
axis([0.5,nrp+0.5,-1.3,1.3]) ; 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',[]); 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',[]); 
set(gca, 'FontSize',5) ; 
puttitle(tostr(ufish(is) ) ,7) ; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

function [handling,days_per_batch] = fishbout(fish_per_batch) 
bouts_per_day = 20; 
bouts_per_fish = 45; 

bouts per batch = fish_per_batch .* bouts_per_fish; 
days_per_batch = bouts_per_batch . / bouts_per_day; 

handling = bouts_per_batch ./ days_per_batch ./ fish_per_batch; 

s \ i b p l o t ( 1 ,2 ,1 ) ; 
p l o t ( f i s h _ p e r _ b a t c h , h a n d l i n g ) ; 
a x i s ( ' s q u a r e ' ) ; 
xlabel(•Fish/batch'); 
ylabel('Bouts/fish/day') ; 

subplot(1,2,2); 
plot(fish_per_batch,days_per_batch); 
axis('square'); 
xlabel('Fish/batch'); 
ylabel('Days/per/batch'); 
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return; 

% PATHSTAT: Calculates some basic statistics of a search path, given 
% the point coordinates and path sequence. 
% If a step length on the path is less than threshold, the 
% actual step length is returned in the 'steplen' vector and 
% it is added to the total path length, but it is excluded 
% from other statistics. 
% 
% Usage: [stats,npts,steplen] = pathstat(crds,thresh) 
% 
% crds = [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates. 
% thresh = threshold length of step lengths, as a proportion 
% of mean step length [default = mean step length / 3]. 
% 
% stats = coliimn vector of descriptive statistics: 
% 1 
% 2 
% 3 
% 4 
% 5 
% 6 
% 7 
% 8 
% 9 
% 10 
% 11 
% 12 
% 13 
% 14 
% 15 

total path length 
minimxim s t e p l e n g t h 
maximum step length 
mean step length 
std of step length 
autocorrelation of step length 
number of path crossings 
std of path distances between crossings 
angular vector autocorrelation 
minimum absolute angular deviation 
maxim\am absolute angular deviation 
mean of the absolute angular deviations 
std of the absolute angular deviations 
mean of the signed angular deviations 
std of the signed angular deviations 

% npts = number of effective points in path (more distant 
% than threshold). 
% steplen = vector of step lengths. 

% RE Strauss, 3/25/98 
% 12/16/99 - produce NaN's if insufficient points in path. 
% 12/16/99 - increased number of output statistics from 10 to 14 
% 5/26/00 - exit immediately if path too short; corrected some 
% criteria for 
% insufficient points in path; added std of AAD. 

function [stats,npts,step] = pathstat(crds,thresh) 
if (nargin < 2) thresh = []; end; 

[n,p] = size(crds); 

if (p-=2) 

error(' PATHSTAT: two-dimensional coordinates only.'); 

end; 
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stats = NaN*ones(15,l) ; 
path = (l:n)'; 
step = []; 

if (n < 2) 
return; 

end; 

step = steplength(crds) ; 
totlen = sum(step); 

if (isempty(thresh)) 
thresh = totlen./(3*n); 

else 
thresh = thresh * totlen./n; 

end; 

i = find(step > thresh); 
steplen = step(i); 
crds = crds([1;i+l],:); 
n = length(steplen)+1; 
npts = n; 

autocorr = NaN; 
if (n > 5) 

si = steplen(1:(n-2)); 

s2 = steplen(2:(n-1)); 
autocorr = corrcoef([si,s2]) 
autocorr = autocorr(1,2); 

end; 

stats(1) = totlen; 
stats(2) = min(steplen); 
stats(3) = max(steplen); 
stats(4) = mean(steplen); 
stats(5) = std(steplen); 
stats(6) = autocorr; 

% Step lengths 

% Calc step lengths 

% Threshold 

% Omit short step lengths 

% Autocorrelation of step 
lengths 

% Path crossings 

if (n > 3) 
crosslist = []; 
for i = 1:(n-3) % Cycle forward thru path 

segments 
segi = [crds(i,:), crds(i+1,:) ] ; 
segs = [crds(i+2:n-1,:) , crds(i+3:n,:) ]; 
[intr,x,y] = intrsect(segi,segs); % Find intersections with 

remaining segments 

if (any(intr)) 
seg = find(intr) + (i+1) ; 

% If any intersections, 
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for k = 1:length(seg) 
j = seg(k); 

xc = x(seg(k)-(i+1)); 

yc = y(seg(k)-(i+l) ) ; 

% Get segment having 
intersection 

% Get intersection 
coordinates 

% Find distance along segment 
to intersection 

deltaxi = abs(crds(i+1,1)-crds(i,1)) ; 
deltayi = abs(crds(i+1,2)-crds(i,2)); 
deltaxj = abs(crds(j+1,1)-crds(j,1)) ; 
deltayj = abs(crds(j+1,2)-crds(j,2)) ; 

if (deltaxi > deltayi) 
crosslist = [crosslist; ... 

i+(abs(xc-crds(i,1))./deltaxi)]; 
else 

crosslist = [crosslist; ... 
i+(abs(yc-crds(i,2))./deltayi)]; 

end; 

if (deltaxj > deltayj) 
crosslist = [crosslist; ... 

j+(abs(xc-crds(j,1))./deltaxj)]; 
else 

crosslist = [crosslist; .. . 
j+(abs(yc-crds(j,2)) ./deltayj)]; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

lenlist = length(crosslist) ; 
if (lenlist > 2) 

crosslist = sort(crosslist); 
intercross = zeros(lenlist-1,1) 
for i = 1:(lenlist-1) 

pi = floor(crosslist(i)); 
p2 = floor(crosslist(i+1)); 
rl = crosslist(i) - pi; 
r2 = crosslist(i+1) - p2; 

if (pi == p2) 
d = steplen(pl) .* (r2-rl); 

else 

% Check for crosspoints 
% Calc inter-crosspoint 

distances 
% Sort list of intersections 

% Crosspoints 

% Proportional residuals 

% If crosspoints on same step 

d = steplen(pl) .* (1-rl); 
d = d + steplen(p2) .* r2; 
if (p2-l > pi) 

% If crosspoints on different 
steps 
% Distance along first step 
% Distance along last step 
% Intermediate steps, if 

any 
d = d + sum(steplen((pl+1):(p2-l))); % Intermediate steps 

end; 
end; 
intercross(i) = d; 
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end; 
end; 

stats(7) = lenlist; 
if (lenlist > 2) 

stats(8) = std(intercross); 
else 

stats(8) = 0; 
end; 

else 
stats(7:8) = [0 0 ] ; 

end; 

% Angular deviations between successive steps 

autocorr = NaN; 
angdev = NaN; 

if (n > 2) 
angdev = angledev(crds(1: (n-2),:),crds(2: (n-1),:),crds(3:n,:)) ; 

% Angular deviations 
angdev = abs(angdev); 
b = (angdev < pi/2); 
angdev(b) = pi/2 - angdev(b); 
angdev(~b) = -(angdev(~b) - pi/2); 

if (n > 5) % Autocorrelation of angular 
deviations 

al = angdev(1:(n-3)); 
a2 = angdev(2:(n-2)); 
autocorr = corrcoef([al,a2]) ; 
autocorr = autocorr(1,2); 

end; 
end; 

stats(9) = autocorr; 

if (isfinite(angdev)) 
stats(10) = min(abs(angdev)); 
stats(11) = max(abs(angdev)); 
stats(12) = mean(abs(angdev)) ; 
stats(13) = std(abs(angdev)) ; 
stats(14) = mean(angdev); 
stats(15) = std(angdev); 

end; 

return; 
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% CONTIN 2: Two-way contingency-table analysis, asymptotic or 
% randomized. If randomized, probabilities are based either 
% on fixed marginal totals (type 1) or floating marginal 
% totals (type 2 ) . 

Syntax: [pr,totx2,df,cell_x2,cell_prob,exp] = 
contin2(obs,{useG},{iter},{fixed},{doplot}) 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

obs = 
useG = 

iter = 

fixed = 

doplot = 

pr = 
totx2 = 
df = 
cell_x2 = 

cell_pr = 

exp = 

[r x c] matrix of observed counts. 
optional flag indicating whether or not the G-
statistic is to be used in place of the 
conventional X^2 [default = 0]. 
optional number of randomization iterations 
[default = 0]. 
optional boolean flag indicating whether 
marginal (row & column) totals to be treated as 
fixed [=1, the default] or unconstrained [=0] 
for randomization. 
optional boolean flag specifying plot of 
overall randomized 

chi-square distribution [default = 0]. 

overall significance-level of observed table, 
overall observed chi-square value, 
degrees of freedom for table, 
[r x c] 
by cell 
[r x c] 
cell, 
[r x c] 

matrix of observed chi-square values, 

matrix of chi-square probabilities, by 

matrix of expected values. 

% Romesberg,HC & K Marshall. 1985. CHITEST: a Monte-Carlo computer 
% program for contingency table tests. Computers & Geosciences 11:69-
% 78. 

% RE Strauss, 11/11/97 
% 5/14/99 - miscellaneous improvements. 
% 2/28/00 - make histogram relative rather than absolute. 
% 6/6/00 - check for zero row/col totals. 

function [pr,totx2,df,cell_x2,cell_pr,exp] = 
contin2(obs,useG,iter,fixed,doplot) 

if (nargin<2) useG = []; end; 
if (nargin<3) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin<4) fixed = []; end; 
if (nargin<5) doplot = []; end; 

if (isempty(useG)) 
useG = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(iter)) 

iter = 0; 
end; 
if (isempty(fixed)) 

% Default input arguments 
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fixed = 1; 
end; 
if (isempty(doplot)) 

doplot = 0; 
end; 

if (-fixed & ~iter) 
error(' C0NTIN2: unconstrained solution possible only by 

randomization.'); 
end; 

[r,c] = size(obs); 
if (min([r,c])==l) 

error(' C0NTIN2: use 1-way analysis (CONTINI) for vector of 
observations. ') ; 

end; 

exp = zeros(r,c); 

coltot = sum(obs); 
rowtot = sum(obs')'; 
N = svim(sum(obs)) ; 

% Allocate working matrices 

% Marginal totals 

% Grand total 

if (any(coltot==0) | any(rowtot==0)) 
error(' C0NTIN2: at least one row or column total is zero.'); 

end; 

exp = rowtot*coltot/N; 

if (useG) 

cell_x2 = -2.*exp.*log(obs./exp) 
else 

cell_x2 = (obs-exp) .'"'2./exp; 

end; 

t o t x 2 = Slim(sTim(eell_x2) ) ; 
i f (useG) 

q = 1 + ( ( r * c + l ) ) / ( 6 * N ) ; 
t o t x 2 = t o t x 2 . / q; 

end ; 

df = ( r - l ) * ( c - l ) ; 

i f ( - i t e r ) 

c e l l _ p r = l - c h i 2 c d f ( c e l l _ x 2 , d f ) ; 
p r = l - c h i 2 c d f ( t o t x 2 , d f ) ; 

else 
pr = 0; 
cell_pr = zeros(r,c); 
incr = 1/iter; 

% Expected values 

% Observed cell G or chi-
square values 
% Max-likelihood statistic 

% Pearson chi-square 
statistic 

% Observed total chi-square 
% William's correction for 

overall G 

% Degrees of freedom 

% Asymptotic chi-square 
probabilities 
% By cell 
% Global 

% Randomized probabilities 
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if (doplot) 
randx2 = zeros(iter,1); 

end; 

for it = l:iter % Iterate random table 
construction 

obsit = continrn(rowtot,coltot,fixed); % Random table 

if (useG) % Observed cell G or chi-
square values 

cell_x2it = -2.*exp.*log(obsit./exp); % Max-likelihood 
statistic 

else 
cell x2it = (obsit-exp) .'̂ 2 ./exp; 

end; 

totx2it = svim(sum(cell_x2it)) ; 

if (useG) 

totx2it = totx2it ./ q; 
end; 

if (doplot) 

randx2(it) = totx2it; 
end; 

[i,j] = find(cell_x2it >= cell_x2); % Cell probabilities 
if (-isempty(i)) 

for ic = 1:length(i) 
cell_pr(i(ic),j(ic)) = cell_pr(i(ic),j(ic))+incr; 

end; 
end; 

% Pearson chi-square 
statistic 

% Observed total chi-
square 

% William's correction 
for overall G 

% Optionally save for plot 
of distribution 

if (totx2it >= totx2) 
pr = pr + incr; 

end; 
end; 

% Total probability 

% Iterations 

if (doplot) % Plot randomized 
distribution 

histgram(randx2,[],[],[],[],[],'rel'); 
xlabel('Randomized chi-square statistic'); 

end; 
end; * Randomization 

return; 
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APPENDIX B 

TABLES 
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Table 10 Summarize the analysis across behavior for asymmetry index from all the 26 
fish tested. 

Fish 
number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
119 
215 
219 

Number 
of left turn 

9 
9 
12 
11 
9 
7 
12 
12 
8 
7 
18 
19 
23 
13 
6 
17 
5 
15 
12 
14 
19 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 

Number 
of right 
turn 
10 
3 
6 
8 
9 
12 
5 
6 
9 
8 
13 
14 
12 
20 
5 
14 
13 
16 
17 
18 
19 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 

Number 
of no turn 

0 
0 
5 
2 
4 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
5 
6 
3 
3 
2 
4 
0 
3 
5 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Total 
turns 

19 
12 
23 
21 
22 
20 
21 
20 
18 
17 
36 
39 
38 
36 
13 
35 
18 
34 
34 
36 
40 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Asymmetry 
index 

0.053 
-0.5 
-0.333 
-0.158 
0 
0.263 
-0.412 
-0.333 
0.59 
0.067 
-0.161 
-0.151 
-0.314 
0.212 
-0.091 
-0.097 
0.444 
0.032 
0.172 
0.125 
0 
1 
-1 
-1 
-0.333 
0 

Probability 

1 
0.146 
0.238 
0.648 
1 
0.359 
0.143 
0.238 
1 
1 
0.473 
0.487 
0.089 
0.296 
1 
0.72 
0.096 
1 
0.458 
0.597 
1 
1 
1 
0.5 
1 
1 
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Table 11 Summarizes the Chi-square test of heterogeneity results for each fish. 

Fish number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
219 

P 
0.71 
0.018 
0.572 

1 
0.629 
0.836 
0.032 
0.141 
0.18 
0.051 
0.088 
0.106 
0.235 
0.229 
0.739 
0.076 
0.53 
0.595 
0.093 
0.136 
0.304 

1 

Chi-square 
1.093 

8 
1.312 
0.344 

1.5 
0.684 
6.724 
4.543 
4.356 
6.629 
5.417 
4.934 
0.365 
3.313 
1.118 
5.091 
2.008 
1.046 
5.451 
4.087 
3.027 

2 

df 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Table 12 Summarizes the behavioral lateralization for each behavior studied for every 
fish. 

Fish number 
1 - left tums 

1 - right 
tums 

2 - left tums 
2- right tums 
3 - left tums 

3 - right 
tums 

4- left tums 
4 - right 

tums 
5 - left tums 

5 - right 
tums 

6 - left tums 
6 - right 

tums 
7 - left tums 

7 - right 
tums 

8 - left tums 
8 - right 

tums 
101 -left 

tums 
101 -right 

turns 
102-left 

tums 
102-right 

tums 
103-left 

tums 
103-right 

tums 
104-left 

turns 
104-right 

turns 

Exploratory behavior 
4 
3 

1 
3 
5 
1 

4 
2 

3 
5 

2 
5 

6 
0 

6 
1 

4 

6 

0 

5 

5 

9 

5 

9 

Escape behavior 
1 
3 

3 
0 
5 
3 

4 
3 

3 
3 

2 
4 

4 
1 

4 
1 

1 

3 

3 

1 

5 

1 

4 

2 

Inspection behavior 
4 
4 

5 
0 
2 
2 

3 
3 

3 
1 

3 
3 

2 
4 

2 
4 

1 

3 

0 

4 

2 

8 

3 

10 

3 
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Table 12 Continued. 

Fish number 
105-left 

turns 
105-right 

tums 
106-left 

tums 
106-right 

turns 
107-left 

tums 
107-right 

tums 
108-left 

tums 
108-right 

tums 
109-left 

tums 
109-right 

tums 
110-left 

turns 
110-right 

turns 
111 - left 

tums 
111 - right 

turns 
112-left 

tums 
112-right 

turns 
113-left 

turns 
113-right 

turns 
114-left 

turns 
114-right 

tums 

Exploratory behavior 
11 

2 

3 

11 

2 

3 

7 

7 

o 
z. 

4 

5 

7 

2 

10 

4 

9 

6 

8 

0 

1 

Escape behavior i 
3 

! 

2 1 
1 

3 

3 

1 

1 

5 

0 

2 

2 

4 

2 

3 

3 

3 

6 

4 

7 

0 

0 

Inspection behavior 
9 

8 

1 

7 j 

6 

3 

1 

5 

7 

1 

7 

6 

7 

7 

4 

7 

3 

i 

i 

9 

4 

0 

0 
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Table 12 Continued. 

Fish number 

115-right 
tums 

119-left 
tums 

215-left 
tums 

215-right 
tums 

219-left 
tums 

219-right 
tums 

Exploratory behavior 

0 

0 

2 

0 

1 

1 

Escape behavior 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

Inspection behavior 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 
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